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SEASON OPENER — Neil Simon's "Barefoot in the Park" opens the University Theatre season on Thursday, Oct. 4
and plays through Saturday, Oct. 6. Pertormance time is 8 p.m. Shown in a rehearsal scene are Byron Norsworthy of
Benton, Sarah Coller of Lorain, Ohio, and Carla Horton of Murray. The box office is now Open and reservations may
be made by calling 767-6797.
Hazel Mayor Says Water District
Project Will Benefit Community
Approval of the South 641 Water
District project by Hazel voters in
November will be the first step toward
a number of benefits for the com-
munity, according to Mayor Joe
Thompson.
Thompson, Murray and Calloway
County officials and a water district
committee have been working on the
plans for the project, which will pipe
water from Murray to Hazel, since
early in 1977.
J. R. Taylor, chairman' of the com-
mittee, said benefits to Hazel would be
at least threefold, and that residents
along South 641 also will benefit once
the pipes are laid.
"In addition to receiving water at a
reasonable rate," Taylor said, "our
Hazel residents will be provided with
better fire protection service, as 30
additional fire hydrants will lie in-
stalled when water pipes are replaced
and the sewer system is updated."
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, who worked to form the com-
mittee, said, "Of course, people who
live on the eight miles of road along
which the pipes will be installed, will be
able to hook up to the system and
receive city water, too.
"Digging a new well will not give us
these benefits, nor will a new well bring
Hazel into compliance with Environ-
mental Protection Agency standards,"
Thompson said, "The point is that we
must meet EPA standards. If we don't
they could fine us $10,000 per day, which
-the city can't afford."
A grant of $660,000 from the Farm
Home Administration will meet three-
quarters of the cost of the project,
according to Taylor.
Miller said the Hazel situation is a
typical situation of a utility not raising
rates over the years to keep the system
updated.
"The Hazel system has been without
a backup well for about two years," he
said, "and although they have plenty of
water available for their use and to
fight a major fire, the possibilities of
what would happen if the present pump
went down are hard to imagine."
Thompson said he doesn't expect the
city to ever have the opportunity to
receive, funds similar to the ones now
available.
"If we don't take advantage of this,"
he said, "we will have no other
recourse. We'll have no way of bringing
the system into EPA compliance with
the funds we would have in the
treasury, nor could we provide the





Those people who have not yet
received their county tax bills should
pick them up in the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office, according to Max
Morris, sheriff.
Morris said several bills have been
returned due to changes in addresses.
Increased Presence To Reassure
Caribbean Nations Of Safety
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter ordered an increased US,
military presence in the Caribbean
primarily to reassure other, nations in
the region that they are safe from any
Soviet-Cuban military threat, say
senior U.S. officialsi
The officials, who Spoke to reporters
Monday night on condition they not be
ed, said they still are not certain
hy the Soviet Union gave combat
equipment and training to the 2,600-
soldier brigade in Cuba. -
But a top defense official said the
existence of the Soviet detachment
"could raise real questions in the minds
of other countries in the region" about
possible Soviet-Cuban intervention.
The administration had been worried
that the brigade might be used against
neighboring countries in Latin
America, - where the revolution in
Nicaragua and unrest in El Salvador
and elsewhere have led to heightened
concern about possible Cuban in-
tervention.
The defense official said Carter's
actions are not designed to increase
U.S. strength, which he said is already
overwhelming in the Caribbean. "They
do serve to remind people" of U.&
strength there, he said.
U.S. forces are "as a giant to an ant"
when compared with the Soviet
brigade, said the official. "We can
deploy forces in that-area that would
swamp those forces."
Carter, in his-speech to the nation,
revealed that he has ordered:
—Stepped-up military maneuvers in
the Caribbean, including stationing
about 1,500 Marines to the US. base at
Guantanama Bay, Cuba, temporarily
as part of a reinforcement exercise.
—The creation of a new military
headquarters unit in Key West, Fla.
Made up of 60 Army, Navy, Air Force
and Marine Corps personnel, the unK
will be functioning within a week and
could be expanded to 100 persons. On
occasion, the headquarters unit will be
given control of operating forces in the
Caribbean area, such as a Marine
battalion or a large naval task force,
the official said.
Carter also announced that he will
seek increased economic aid to meet
"human needs," and to "ensure the
ability of troubled peoples to resist
social turmoil and possible Communist
domination."
A senior diplomatic official said the
administration would be asking for
additional aid money from Congress in
the "very near future."
Carter said he is ordering increased
intelligence to insure that the Soviets
live by their pledge — which ad-
ministration officials said came at least
in part from Soviet President Leonid




PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A Paducah
grocer was in critical condition today
after being shot Monday night while
leaving his store with his wife.
Police said James Biggs, no age
available, was shot three times — in the
stomach, lower back and arm.
Officers said robbery was the ap-
parent motive but that the person who
shot Biggs did not get the money Biggs
was carrying.
OffiCkrs said Biggs' wife was not
injured and apparently did not see the
actual shooting, which occurred during
a scuffle.
Police said they were searching for a
young man who was seen fleeing from
the shooting scene.
status of their brigade or to allow it to
become a threat to the United States or
any other natfon.
The officials stressed that the Soviet
brigade would pose no threat to the
United States even if the Russians were
to give it airplanes or ships — which the
officials say it now lacks — capable of
carrying it to U.S. shores.
The officials rejected assertions by
the Soviets and by Cuban leader Fidel
Castro that the Soviet unit's mission is
to train Cuban forces.
For Funding From Government
CHE Executive Director
States Educational Needs
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The executive
director of the Council on Higher
Education feels the states universities
should not take a back seat to other
ireas of state government in funding.
"I am not prepared to take an ex-
Lremely hail" position on the needs of
buildings and salaries for higher
education and then watch other
branches of government not be
responsible and get "their way," Harry
inyder told a legislative subcommittee
v1onday.
"Higher education needs salary
mcreases as much as public school
teachers," Snyder said. "The
University of Kentucky needs a
Oct. 9 Last Day
To Register To
Vote In Election
Tuesday, Oct. 9, is the last day people
in Calloway County may register to
vote in the general election on Tuesday,
Nov. 6.
Voter registration is handled in the
office of the Calloway County clerk on
the first floor of the courthouse until the
deadline. The clerk's office is open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. en
Friday.
The registration process in that office
takes about four or five minutes. New
registrants should bring their Social
Security cards because that number
will serve as the voter registration
number.
To be eligible to register, a citizen
must by election day be at least 18
years of age and have resided in a
'precinct at least 30 days. A total Of
approximately 16,000 people in
Calloway County are now properly

















Partly sunny and cooler today.
Highs in the low to mid 70s. Clear
and cool tonight. Lows in the
upper 40s. Mostly sunny and
pleasant Wednesday. Highs in the
low to mid 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Thursday through Saturday: A
few light showers possible
Thursday and again Saturday,
otherwise partly sunny pleasent
days and cool nights.
primary care building as much as the
Justice Department needs a new
building."
Snyder made his remarks to a three-
member subcommittee of the Interim
Joint Appropriations .and Revenue
Committee.
"We will be fiscally'conservative if
we see the same thing in other areas,"
Snyder said.
The council staff is preparing
recommendations to the full council
based on budget requests from the eight
state-supported universities.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray
State University president, and Jim
Hall, director of the university budget,
were not available for comment on
requests made by MSU.
The council will meet Oct. 17 to
consider the universities' requests for
building projects and Nov. 7 to consider
operating budget requests.
Snyder said the tight economic
picture has to be considered in
reviewing the budget requests, but a
line has to be drawn at some point.
"We simply have got to take the
position we are going to recommend
what we feel our institutions need,"
Snyder said. "We are going to have to
make recommendations without regard
to the exact penny of revenue projec-
tions at the time. We either need the
taculty raises or not."
Snyder also said recommendations
on capital projects will not necessarily
be based on threats of loss of ac-
creditation by various organizations.
"We are not going to automatically
consider something when they scream
it threatens accreditation," Snyder
said.
"We may end up in court over some
accreditation," Snyder said. "But I
think they have begun to usurp the
states in budget decisions."
Snyder said there are 128 separate
accrediting groups in the allied health
field alone.
•
"It is getting ridiculous nationally,"
Snyder said. "I think it isltarapped up
with the national preoccupation with
crediting everything. You have to have







WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court is beefing up that portion of its
1979-80 agenda dealing with the rights
of persons suspected or accused of
committing crimes.
Sifting through more than 800 cases in
their first day back on the bench after a
three-month recess, the justices agreed
to decide four controversies that could
yield significant criminal justice rules.
The questions to be answered in-
clude:
—May federal agents stationed in
airports stop, question and search
persons whose behavior and
"characteristics" fit the tnold of a drug
courier?
In deciding a case from Detroit
earlier this year, a federal appeals
court said such tactics, used in the
government's extensive airport sur-
veillance program, unreasonably
violate individuals' privacy rights.
Government lawyers argued that the
surveillance program is an important,
successful tool in curtailing drug
trafficking.
—Can a "voluntary" confession be'
made by a suspect under the influence
of drugs?
The court will study an appeal by law
enforcement officials in Massachusetts
who contend their state's highest court
was wrong when it overturned a Boston
man's murder conviction because the
evidence used at his trial included a
confession he made while "in-
toxicated" on tranquilizers and beer.
—May a trial judge impose a stiffer
sentence on a convicted criminal
defendant because he or she did not
cooperate with prosecutors?
That's what happened to a
Washington, D.C., man convicted in a
heroin-related crime. A judge in-
creased the punishment because the
man refused to tell prosecutors the
names of some drug suppliers.
—When a criminal defendant is jailed
before trial, can police pay his cellinate
to act as an informant and then use the
evidence obtained at trial?
The Justice Department is asking the
court to overturn a federal appeals
court ruling last December in a Nor-
folk, Va., case in which such tactics
were declared unconstitutional.
All four cases are to be,. decided
before next July, along with several
• other criminal justice issues already
before the court.
In other matters Monday, the justices
took these actions;
—Refused to delay any longer the gas
chamber execution of confessed
Nevada murderer Jesse Bishop, a man
Who says he is ready to die for his
crime. A state prison official in Carson
City said Monday that Bishop could he
executed as early as Oct. 18.
—Agreed to decide, in a case that
could affect millions of Americans,
whether workers have a right, free
from an employer's retaliation, to
refuse work they feel is too hazardous.
Banners Fly As Thousands Of Cheering
New Yorkers Greet John Paul On Arrival
By HENRIETTA LEITH
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — New Yorkers
cheered the arrival of Pope John Paul
II today with banners flying from the
Bronx to the Battery and thousands
lining the streets under gray skies,
many in ethnic Polish costume.
The scoreboard at Yankee Stadium
was lit up with a giant "Welcome." At
Shea Stadium it was "Shalom." The top
of the Empire State Building was
ablaze with with white and yellow
lights, the Vatican colors.
"I'm really amazed at the passion
this event has generated," said Marife
Hernanchex, chief of protocol for the
United States in New York.
Thousands waving banners, pennants
and balloons stood behind police
barricades along city streets as the
pontiff landed at LaGuardia Airport in
"Shepherd I," his specially marked
TWA 727, and, drove to the United
Nations for an historic address. Mayor
Edward Koch had promised a "biller
and better" reception than the pope
received in his native Poland.
Mary Jo Mullally, who saw the pontiff
at the beginning of his pilgrimage in her
home of Dublin, flew here with a cousin
to see him again.
"We shook his hand. We follow him
Just like people follow Elvis," she said,
referring to the late rock 'n' roll star
Elvis Presley.
"There are so many sinners in the
world, that when you see a holy man
you want as much of him as you can,"
said her cousin, Suzzane.
Others on hand for the welcoming
ceremony, along with Mayor Koch,
- included Govs. Hugh Carey of New
York and Brendan Byrne of New
Jersey, Cardinal Terence Cooke of the
New York Archdiocese and Bishops
Francis J. Mugavero of the Brooklyn
Diocese.
At United Nations headquarters in
mid-Manhattan, diplomats had
assembled impressive guest lists for
two receptions and Pope John Paul's
major speech to the General Assembly.
The guests ranged from Jacqueline
Onassis and her daughter, Caroline
Kennedy, to the presidents of Cyprus
and Gabon and the prime ministers of
Portugal and Mauritius.
"I can hardly wait," said Mayor
Edward Koch, who intends to trail the
59-year-old pope through most of his
tightly packed New York schedule.
Koch's joyful anticipation was not
dampened by the cost of deploying
more than 11,000 policemen — half the
city force — for $2.5 million in over-
time.
Police estimated 5 million people
would turn out along the pope's route,
whatever the weather — and rain was
forecast.
That figure would rival the crowd
that gathered under sunny July skies
for the tall ships of the Bicentennial
"Op Sail" celebration.
An estimated 70,000 persons were
expected to jam into Yankee Stadium
tonight as the pope celebrates. X11.113
with Cardinal Terence Cooke, ar-
chbishop of New York, and Catholic
bishops of the area.
And about one million persons were
expected for a major address Wed-
nesday morning at Battery Park on
Manhattan's southern tip, a crowd so
huge city officials decided to close down
the nearby Staten Island ferry slips for
two hours.
The 53 miles of parkways and city
streets along the pope's route were
ordered closed a half-hour in advance
of his arrival at each point, and tran-
sportation chiefs braced for an all-day
rush hour, pleading with drivers to
leave their cars at home.
But no one doubted that for two days,
the city would see not only one of the
most important visitors in its history,
but some of the worst traffic jams of all
time.
The second Roman Catholic pontiff to
visit the city, Pope John Paul II will
spend twice as long here as Pope Paul
VI did on Oct. 4, 1965, and will get much
closer to New York's ordinary citizens
than Paul did during his whirlwind tour
of the United Nations, the World's Fair
and Yankee Stadium.
FAG
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AUTOGRAPHING COOKBOOK-Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, seated, autographs
one of her cookbooks, "The Glorious Goober Cookbook," inspired by a cookout supper in
Plains, Ga., as a guesrOf President and Mrs. Carter, at a special open meeting of the Mur-
ray Woman's Club on Monday. Waiting for her autographed copy of the cookbook is Martha
Sue Ryan. Mrs. Whitney presented a slide' presentation and talk on the four Whitney
dollhouses, replicas of buildings at the C. V. Whitney Farm in Lexington after the coffee and
autograph session. Mrs. Whitney donated 200 copies of her cookbook to the club for them to
sell at $2.05 each with proceeds to go for civic projects and aeeded repairs on the club house,
according to Bonnie Jones, club president.
Staff photo by Debbie N. Lee
Shapla Home Scene
Countryside Meet
The home of Debbie Shapla,
president of the Countryside
Homemakers Club, was the
scene of the Sept. llth meeting
of the club.
Jeri Hendrick presented a
lesson ''Woodburning Stoves,"
and Monica Walston's lesson
was on "The Look of Fall."
A potluck luncheon was
served at the noon hour.
Others present were Ann
Wesson, Wanda Henry, Fay
Ward, Robbie Hale, Carolyn
Enoch, Joyce Houston, and
Dinah Westerman.
The next meeting will be
Oct. 9 at 10 a.m. at the homeof
Carolyn Enoch.
Sallie Gyy at work at her loom.
Murray Art Guild
Workshop Planned
Mrs. Sallie Guy will be the
speaker for the first special
program entitled "Color: -
The Whole World is Red,
Yellow, and Blue" on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 3, from 7 to 9 p.m.
at the Murray Art Guild, 103
North Sixth Street, Murray.
wohshops, and private
lessons, in both weaving and
spinning. She enjoys the
challenge of renovating old
looms, and has had articles
published on both antique and
contemporary weaving. She
_ has won .a number of awards
elude lecture, slides, and
audience participation,
dealing with the subject of
color in such a simplified,
lively fashion that artists and
craftsmen should feel freerin
Mrs. Guy "Learning to use
color properly is more than
intuition or accident. It is an
acquired discipline."
Mrs. Guy, who has been a
member of the Handweaver's
Guild of 'America from the
--tan was organized, and is
the Kentucky
• representative, weaver of
great versatility. She gives
This presentation will In- for her weaving, and is a
craftsman member of the
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen.
Interested in varied co/br
possibilities of different
combinations of warp and
working with it. According to weft, Mrs. Guy attended
workshops on color, is well as
continuing to do her own
research in her studio at her
home on Kentucky Lake near
Murray.
Other programs in these
series will be: Painting
workshop led by Lyn Crysler, -
Oct. 9 and 10; Crafts workshop
led by Clara Eagle, Oct. 16.
•• •
•••••:':••••
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tonite's movies
F'or Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
lcApipiii Temporarily Closed-
Awaiting The
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Flu shots will be-given at the
Calloway County Health
Center from 1 to 4 p.m. for
persons 65 or older and with
chronic diseases. Any senior
citizen needing transportation
may call 753-0929 by 10 a.m.
Events Listed For Community Calendar
Tuesday-, Oct. 2
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring haptistChurch
will meet at the church to go to
the home of Susie Scott for a
meeting at 7:30p.m.
Red Cross Blood Drive,
sponsored by the Student
Senate and the Student
Government Association,
Murray State University, will




Woman's Club, will meet at 7
p.m. at the club house with
Stuart Poston as speaker.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Bea Walker Group of First
-Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Bill Sams at
7:30p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house for
a "Project Workshop and
Card Party."
Open house will be held at
the Head Start Center at 7
p.m.
Life and Learning classes at
Murray State University will
begin on cake decorating at
6:30 p.m. in Room .N 206
Applied Science Building, and
on beginning bridge at 7 p.m.
at 1704 Ryan Avenue.
111114
• Deck Abbtv
..4t By Abigail Van Buren
Dad's a Rat
She's the Cat
0EAR ABBY: To get right to the point, my dad is havinv
an affair. It's not just my imagination. I'm sure of !T.
Dad works nights and Mom works days. and I work Ir..,
days a week.
When I'm home on my day off, Dad turns the radio on real
loud, takes the phone into the bathroom. closes the door a.:d
calls someone. He talks real low during these comersatio• -
'I put my ear to the door yesterday and her-a-rd him
"Don't worry. Honey. I will tell her, but you've got to
me more time." Then he-said. "I love you, too. Goodbyt,
Abby, I don't know what to do. I can't stand band • • pleasure. •
Dad do this to Mom: If she catches him, and finds out t ha! I CANCER
knew-all along, she'll- hate-me for not tellifigher.Bet-if I June 21 to July 22) la i;CI
her, Dad could deny it. and I would be the cause of a lot of Mixups in communication
trouble. So, you see. I'm stuck in the middle. Mom
always been a faithful, hardworking wife. and I will ne,...r
forgive my father feFbeing such a rat.
I'm not a stupid little kid. I'm 18. Tell me what to do. r. ,•
don't use my right name or mention my town.
IN THE MIDDI.F,
Wednesday, Oct.3
Candle Sale by the Murray
High School Chorus will begin
today.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center starting at
10 a.m. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Red Cross Blood Drive,
_ sponsored by the Student
Senate and the Student
Government Association,
Murray State University, will
continue today from 9 a.m. to 5
p,m. at Beshear Gymnasium,
Student Center.
Movie, "Heaven Can Wait,"
will be shown at 7 and 9 p.m. at
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray' State University.
Admission will be 75. cents
with student identification
card and $1 without.
Mission groups of the Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at (tie church at 7 p.m.
An International Year of the
Child luncheon stressing .
"Consumer Safety and
Products. for Children's Use"
will be held at the United
Campus' Ministry, Ordway
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity.
Wednesday, Oct. 3
United Methodist Women of
Goshen Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women. and Acteens
are scheduled to meet at the
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church,"
An 11-session Life and
Learning class in preparation
for distance running will begin
at 5 p.m. in Room 105 Carr
Health Building, Murray State
University.
Hannefoid Circus shows will
be st--473(1 p.m. and 8 p.m. at.
the West Kentucky Livestock
Show -and Exposition Center,
College Farm Road.
Admission will be $4 for
adults, $2 for children • 6
through 12, and children under
6 free.
Murray Art Guild will
feature Sallie Guy in a
workshop on "Color" from 7 to
9p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 4
North Calloway PTC will
meet at 7 p.m. at the school
with the musical program to
be by the fourth, fifth, and
sixth grades.
Farmington Lodge No. 382
F. & A. M. will have a call
meeting and potluck supper at
6:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose- will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY,
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A mate or close ally may be
feeling pressure: Do your best
to help out by not asking too




Someone at Work may be
suspicious of your offer of
friendship. Don't take it
personally. Children need _
affection.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Watch out for manipulative
behavior on the part of a
parent or superior. Talks
suffer if you mix business with
II
could lead to an unexpected
household guest. Relations
between in-laws and family
may be strained.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4124:g
DEAR IN: I realize that what you have learned has Not the best time to sign
placed a heavy burden on you, but my advice is to sat 2s30aPers related to business.
nothing. In the meantime, don't judge your father. As th meone may renege on a
French say, "To know everything is to.forgire everything:" promise, especially if related
to finances. Be observant.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept, 22)
Buy yourself a gift. Don't let
frustration lead to resent-
ment. Don't let little things
spoil a pfanned shopping
expedition.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Be tactful in talks with co-
workers. Others may not take
kindly to criticism. Also be
kind to yourself and don't set
impossible standards.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nVelti
Use persuasion rather than
aggression for your best
success. A friend ma not
warm up to a date of yours.
Don't withdraw from others.
DEAR ABBY: I wish you would print this so oft.-
housewives won't get stuck the way I did.
It began with a telephone call from a lady who said, "ror.
gratulations! You have just won a free carpet rteanir.;.7'
Don't move any furniture, our men-will do everything.
will be out at 6 this evening to clean your carpet
new-with absolutely no cost or obligation to you.''
Well, at 6 o'clock, one man came with a vacuum clear:. •
and a shampoo attachment. He talked to me for two-setrd
hours- trying to sell me the vacuum cleaner. I told him
couldn't afford to buy anything, and meanwhile...he diTh
make one move to clean my carpet. I was home alone, dr,:
kept teiling him! wasn't in the market to BUY anything. 1,10
he kept-right on talking and trying to sell this thing. A ,
finally got rid of him at ELEVEN o'clock, and I didn't get in.
carpet cleaned.
I was so nervous and angry by the time he left I co ,•
have screamed. Have you an/ suggestion besides a 7 1...
watchdog and an unlisted teleghone number to prevent t,
practices?
Iso
MRS. K., SALT LAKE Clr.
DEAR MRS. K.: Yes. If anyone calls you to "con-
gratulate" you on having "won" something, say "thank you
but, I don't want anything for nothing." And don't let -
anyone in your home without first checking them out witl
the Better Business Bureau,
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to a guy who enjoys playm,
cards, He plays for money-just to make it "interesting
Personally. I don't care much for cards, but I can play a fair
ly decent game if I have to.
All of Larry's relatives play cards-night and day. 'IL
think it's terrible that I don't go crazy over cards the .
they do.
Abby, I love this guy. and I have really tried to like cards,
but there is no use fooling myself. It's boring. Besides, sort:.
of Larry's "interesting" evenings have cost him more than
he can afford to lose.
Now I am being told (by Larry's relatives), "If you intend -
to marry Larry, you had better learn to like cards."
Don't misunderstand me. I think it's all right to play on.,
in a while. But all weekend, and every night? .
• , LARRY'S GA i
DEAR GAL: You mention Larry's relatives, but how
does Larry feel about it? Gambling can become an addiction
as serious as liquor, tobacco and other undesirable habits.
Take a second look at Larry just to be sure your joker_jsn't
too wild.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Wain. to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. En-close SI and a
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School.. 10:00 a.an.Ec
= Worship i Imo a.m.E




Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Friends and family don't
mix at present. A superior
may move with caution re a
plan of yours. A staid party
brings moderate satisfaction.
CAPRICORN 
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 19) V Skikr,
Though all are in
agreement, there may be a
cash delay. Talks with




(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A mate or close ally seems
cautious re joint expenditures.
Don't force issues. Talks with
distant friends re money
remain inconclusive.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) "tt
You may not be in the mood
for a talk re joint assets, but
go along anyway. Be a good
listener and resist the temp-
tation to criticize.
YOU BORN TODAY are
naturally gifted with the
written and spoken word.
Writing, journalism, copy
writing, teaching, lecturing,
and acting are some of the
fields which could use your
dramatic and self-expressive
qualities. Friends are helpful
to you careerwise and you are
quite comfortable before an
audience. In business,
banking, publishing, selling,
and businesses allied with the
arts you are sure to succeed.
Your greatest progress comes
with the development of self-
discipline to counteract a
tendency to scatter your
energies and talents. Bir-
thdate of: Emily Post,
etiquette authority; Gore
Vidal, writer; and Eleanore
Duse, actress.
Thursday, Oct. 4
Murray High School- -Band
will perform at the KMEA
Band Festival at Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, starting at 6 p.m.
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house to go qn a tour in Land
Between the Lakes. Each one
is asked to bring a sack lunch.
Calloway County Library
.Board of Trustees will meet at
8p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens ac-
tivities will start at DI a.m. at
the Hazel Community Center.
Lite and Learning Classes at
Murray State University
starting tonight include
Amateur radio, extra class, in
Room 170, Blackburn Science
Building,- and Amateur Radio
License, novice class, in
Swarm Hall, both at 7 p.m.;
disco dancing in rooms 226 and
228, Stewart Stadium, at 7:30
p.m.; beginning guitar in
Room 216, Fine Arts Center, at
8 p.m.
Neil Simon's "Barefoot in
The Park" opens tonight at 8
p.m. at the University
Theatre, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State. Tickets are $3




activities will be from 10 a.m.






her home for the Sept. 11th
meeting of the New
Providence Homemakers
Club. Sylvia Puckett,
president,, !resided; and Iva
Mae Allbritten gave the
devotion on "Autumn-Listen
To Love."
Thejesson on "The Look of
Fall" was presented by
Wanda-OsbrOn who displayed
several items of fall clothing.
Patsy Pittman directed the
games with Gail HerndOn and
Beth Falwell winning the
prizes. A surprise baby
shower was given, in honor of
'Peggy Taylor. •
The hostess served refresh-
ments. Also present were




Moore and Dorothy • Cook,
guests, with the latter
becoming a new mertiber.
Children present werd Jana
Herndon, Greg Taylor, and
c,hristopher Williams.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, Oct. 9, at 1 p.m.









that stond up to bike
riding, kick boll, fence
climbing they're Jumping-Jocksa
Kidproof Leather Shoes. 30 to 40 nmes
more scuff-resistant rhon ordinary leather'
Yet, they're real leather- soft, flexible.
lightweight. And what's more, puddle-
resistant. Rambler style has a podded top
line, molded action sole. Just one of
mony.Kidproof Leather styles—from
Jumping-Jocks.°
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'Put all your eggsln one
basket - and watch that
basket." - Mark Twain.-
Declarer was forced. to
bet all on the club suit in
today's pushy game. He
couldn't help putting all his
eggs there, but he could
have watched his basket-
more carefully. .
North's jump to three
eriibS Was Jai the aggres-
sive side. Had South made
a takeout double of East's
opening bid, it would have
been quite proper. Howev-
er, in the pass-out seat,
when the choice lies be-
tween a pass or a doable,
South should be given
stow leeway when he
balances with a double.
Nevertheless, South was
elated when he saw the
dummy . It was odds on
that the club finesse would
win and that would give
him nine quick tricks.
Quickly., he won the dia-
mond ace and led his club
queen. As expected. West's
king came up, but it came
up too soon for South's own
good. A club to. declarer's
jack revealed the bad news
and East's • club stopper
held declarer to only eight
tricks
To uriaWe the game, de-
clarer need only to resist
leading one of his own club
honors. Instead, he leads a
low club to bag West's king
and then he has no further
problems collecting' five
club tricks.
What if West had two or
. three clubs"
--.--Then dummy's dub 10
would win the first finesse
and declarer would re-en-
ter his hand with the ace of
spades. Repeated club
finesses , if necessary
would complete the job and
NORTH 10-2-A
• 9 3 2
✓ A 9 4
• K 8
• A 107 5 3
'WEST
• K Q 7 6
✓ K 102




✓ Q 7 5 2
• 9 4
46 9 8 6 2
SOUTH
• A J 4
✓ J 6 3
• A 7 5 2
• • Q J 4 .
Vulnerable: None. Deal-
er: West. The bidding:
West North East South
1 • Pass Pass Dbl.
Pass 3 • Pass 3 NT
Pass Pass Past
Opening lead: Queen of
diamonds
declarer would manage a
smile not only over the







• A .1 4
✓ J 6 3
• A 7 5 2




ANSWER: Pass. It's still
the same square hand. and
puny 13 points. Game
might make, but it would,
take a bag of luck.
Send bridge questions to The
ASA*. P44--- -Box-42363. Dallas.
Texas 1522.5. with self-addressed.
_ntamped envelope for reply
( opyright. 1979 -
United F eature Syndicate. Inc
-
Miss Tutt Is Wed To
Mr. Hiter At Church
Miss Cordelia Ann Tutt,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Odell Tutt of Murray
and Charles Robert Hiter, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brooks Hiter of Benton, were
married in a summer
ceremany at six p.m. at Scotts
Grove Baptist Church.
The Rey. Leon Penick,
pastor of the church, per-
formed the double ring
ceremony.
The sanctuary of the church
was decorated with a brass
arch entwined with greenery
and red carnations accented
with a green fern and a Seven
branch candelabrum on each
side. The family pews were
marked with white satin bows.
/ Preceding the ceremony,
organ selections of "Colour
My World," "If,"
"Somewhere, My Love," "Oh,
Promise Me," 'A Time For
Us," and . the traditional,
"Wedding March" were
-played by Mrs. r roily.
McGinnis. She, also, ac-
companied Miss Lesa Hoke,
Miss Jena Hoke, and Tommy.
Hoke, who sang "The First
Time' Ever I Saw Your Face"
and "We've Only Just
Begun."
Bride's Dress
Escorted by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents, the bride chose a
formal gown of white silk
Venise lace and chiffon over
taffeta. The empire bodice
featured a yoke and high
banded neckline of English net
and delicate cameo-inspired
embroidery. Lace motifs were
enhanced with pearls on
bodice and descended over the
sides of the -full skirt. Sheer
bishop sleeves adorned waft
Identical lace motifs and tiny.
self-covered buttons com-
pleted the bodice. The flowing
skirt was delicately appliqued
with tiny silk flowerettes and a
double border of Venise Braid
at the hemline. The gown
featured an attarhed chapel
MRS. JUDY STAHLER taught a special interest 4-H project "Propagating House Plants"
to the students of the sixth grade dass of Southwest Elementary for their science class
recently. She emphasized care of plants as well as showing methods of reproduction
of plants. The sixth graders participated actively by potting a plant from a cutting Mrs.
Stahler gave each of them. The project was sponsored by the U. K. Cooperative Ex-
tension Service. Students participating in the pr ject were: Jeff Cooper, Staci Tidwell,
Paula Killingsworth, Renee Carroll, Eric Knott, hristy Underwood, Lisa Holsapple,
Corey Huie, David Rogers, Mike Rogers, Dana frguson, Kim Thompson, Mitzi Coles,
Juanita Tharpe, Randy Lee, Sammy Smith, T ry McNicols, Julie Edwards, Sherri
Gallimore, Jeanne Darnell, Leigh Ann Steely, Darrel Broach, pbby Yontz, Brett Proctor,
Mark Pool, Barry Paschall, Sherri Lamb, Tony Ray, Ricky Brandon, Lisa Overcast, Rosan-




Dr. Herman A. Norton
Vanderbilt University
Sun. Oct. 74 to 6 p.m.
First Christian Church
Reactor Panel: Dr. David
Eldredge, Moderator with Dr.




fresh tomato ranks 16th in
relative concentration of a
group of 10 vitamins and
minerals, it is so heavily
consumed that it stands first
in total contribution of these
nutrients. Broccoli, spinach.
and brussels sprouts are noire
dense in nutrients but not as
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robert Niter
train.
To complete her ensemble,
the bride chose a fingertip veil
of silk illusion bordered in
Venise braid. The double tiers
of illusion were attached to ,a
Juliet cap of lace and pearls.
She carried a bouquet of red
roses and baby's breath. The
jewelry worn by the bride was
'a heart necklace given to her
by the groom and diamond
earrings given to her by her
sister.
Miss Mary Tutt, sister of the
bride, was the maid of honor.
She wore a.formal floor length
princess style dress of rose
dacron polyester viilh a scoop
neckline and was worn with a
short matching jacket. She
carried a single long-stemmed
red rose and baby's breath.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hooks, sister
of the groom, was the
-bridesmaid. She was dressed
identical to Atte matron of
--honor. She alsti had the same
bouquet.
The niece of the groom, Miss
Lori Pickard, was the flower
girl. She wore a floor length
rose-colored dress and carried
a basket of rose petals
adorned with silk redroses.
Bob Mathis served as best
man with Tommy Hooks as
the groomsman. Ringbearer
was Charles Lee Hiter,
nephew of the groom. The men
wore white tuxedoes with red
carnation boutonnieres.
The groom wore an all white
full-dress tuxedo with -a red
carnation boutonniere.
Ushers were John Pickard
and Capt. Tom Hiter, brother
of the groom. Junior ushers
were Ty Hiter and Josh
Pickard, nephews of the
groom.
The mother of the bride
chose to wear a street length
rose polyester dress with
matching accessories. She
wore a corsage of orchids.
Mrs. Hiter, mother of the
groom, was attired in a white
floral street length dress with




Barnett, -wat dressed in' a
burgundy street length dress
with a corsage of silk red
rosebuds.
Guests registered in the
bride's book at a table covered
Bridesmaids Luncheon
Held, Rbberts' Home
W H LP SOME DOCTORS .CHILDREN
The home of Mrs. Hoyt
Roberts was the scene of the
bridesmaids luncheon held in
honor of Miss Sheryl Requarth
whose marriage to -Randal
Scott will be an event • of
Saturday, Oct. 6, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
Hostesses for the luncheon
Handworked cloths were used
to toyer the tables. Appoin-
tments of china, crystal, and
silver were used to serve the
salad luncheon and drinks.
Miss Requarth was
presented a gold, four leaf
clover with a . good-luck
scripti,in by the hostesses.
Covers were laid for Miss
held on Saturday, Sept. 22,- Requarth, her mother, Mn
were Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, Mrs. Gerry Requarth, her mother-
Ray Roberts, Mrs. L. P. in-law to be, Mrs. James Lee
Hendon, and Mrs. Dan 'Scott, 'Alison Weaver. Mrs.
Roberts. Max Weaver, Carma Lisa
_ Arrangements of-fresh rosee—Leeett-
and zinnias were usett-itir-Purffoin- Lovett, Christy Bell.
centerpieces on the dining Mrs. Dwaine Bell, Melinda
tables. A tiny rose was placed Johnson, Raysba Roberts, and
at each setting on the table. the hostesses.
with a pink linen spread
overlaid with a white han-
dcrocheted lace cloth. -An
arrangement of silk flowErs,
composed of roses and car-
nations, was placed beside the
register. Miss Sherry




ceremony, a reception was
held at the Holiday Inn of
Murray.
The bride's table was
covered with a white" linen
cloth .trimmed with pia*
ribbon. Centering the table
was a bouquet of pink silk
carnations areanged in an
aritiqae bowl flanked by a pair
ii candle holders. The punch
was served from a matching
antique punch bowl and caps.
The three-tiered white cake
was. decorated. _ with white
roses and white wedding bells,
accented with pink net, bet-
ween the layers standing in a
portico formed by lattice post.
Pink, white, and green mints
enhanced with tiny rose buds
and assorted nuts were served
from cut glass trays.
Assisting in -serving the
guests were Mrs. Cresti
Harrison, _Mrs. Lucretia
Thompson, Mrs. Millie Hiter.
and Mrs. Books Pickard,
sister of the groom.
Rice bags of white net tied
with red ribbon were
distributed by Miss Lori
Pickard. -
Mrs. Edna Vance directed
-the wedding and the reception.
After the reception, the
couple left on a wedding trip to
the Virgin Islands. For
traveling, the bride chose a
beige sundress with matching
beige accessories.
The couple is now residing
at 414 South 10th Street,
Murray. -
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brooks Hiter, Benton, parents
of the groom, were hosts for
the rehearsal dinner held at
the Colonial House
Smorgasbord,'Murray.
The bridal couple chose this
time to present their at-




Maybe time t h ',A
• -and very reliable—A B Brit(
990 plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the most
wanted features of machines
costing 50% More—including
the versatility to make 11' x 17-
copies -copy boTh sides and








Impatience leads to enemas
Lawrence E Lamb M D.
DEMI DR. LAMB 4-
need an answer to a delicate
question. I would like to
know ' what enemas do for
and against a person.
I have a close friend who
takes an enema every day,
sometimes twice a day. She
says her doctor told her it
was a good thing to do. She
uses coffee in it. I aAed my
doctor and he says no. He
said that if help is needed, a
stool softener is better but he
never said why. Can you
give me the pros and cons on
enemas every day or at, air
DEAR READER -- There
are all kinds of enemas.
They are sometimes used
before surgery, sometimes
before delivery and they
may be used prior to special-
ized medical examinations
when it is important-to have
the colon .empty, such as
during a colon X ray or even
during X ray of the kidneys.
A plain, n utral enema of
just ordinar4 room tempera-
ture wate n't particularly
harmful and all it does is to
distend the rectum-and stim-
ulate a reflex to evaeuate
the colon.
Beyond that you can start
adding things to an enema
which may increase its
action. These things may not
be desirable. There are spe-
cific medical conditions
where an - enema with a
softening agent in it is use-
ful, but certainly none of
these is intended for daily
use.
___.1 have to say I have no
experience with people us-
ing coffee as an enema. I see
4.'1. If
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Robert Williams of
Hazel has been dismissed






drugs for arthritis every year,
reports the Kentucky Chapter
,of The Arthritis Foundation.
absolutely no indication for
it.
Enemas are less harmful
than chemical laxatives, but
they do not solve the com-
mon colon problems of con-
stipation. 'Repeated prema-
ture emptying of the colon
merely leads to a persistent
problem.
Your friend is emptying
the colon each day before
it's ready. If she stopped the
enemas, she would have to
wait a day or two for her
normal cycle to ,catch up.
Since she is not patient
enough to do this and isn't
willing to develop a proper
bowel habit, she keeps on
taking enema.
People use a variety of
things because of their
bowels. Some use chemigal
laxatives which I'm not very
fond of. Others use laxative
salts which can deplete your
water and salt stores. Still.
others use oils which can be
harmful. Then, there is the
question Of stool softeners
and suppositories.
To givc you more informa-
tion on all of these and their
dangers and benefits, I am




issue can send 50 cents with 
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
326, San Antonio, TX 78292.
Stool softeners can iv used
for individuals who need
them such as an individual
who has hemorrhoids or a
person who for various rea-
sons might need to avoid
having a difficult bowel
movement. These also are
discussed in The Health Let-
ter that I am sending you.
In. my opinion, the best of
all approaches is to include
an adequate amount of bulk
in the diet with plenty of
liquids. A good breakfast
that includet good whole'
wheat cereal, coupled with
plenty of fluids and a regular .
habit is what most people
need. If they will follow such .
a routine and stay away
from laxatives of all kinds,
they will usually do better.
An adequate amount of ex-
ercise including_those which
use the abdomen - are also
helpful.
• There are several million
people in the United States
who have chronic bowel
complaints because they
have very bad habits. They
eat wrong or use chemical
laxatives or enemas regu-
larly.
iativ acihi heghi Oak adieu Obit erikv
-
k
Ire are pleased to an
that Krista Ken-
nedy. bride-elect of Tons
Thompson has selected
their pottery. crystal- and
stainless from our com-
plete bridal registry!
Krista and Tony will





















• 2 pieces of fish filet
• 2 hushpuppies
• crisp french fries
Special
Introductory 
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Time is rapidly running out
for all you folks who have good
intentions, but who have not yet
registered to vote in the general
election on Tuesday, Nov. 6.
One full week remains before
the books are closed in the
county clerk's office at 5 p.m.
on Tuesday, Oct. 9. Would-be
voters must register before
that time to be eligible to cast a
ballot in the fall election:
Your vote does count and it is
important. If you do not use ,it,
You allow others to make your
decisions for you about who will
hold office and what they will
do as public officials.
A full slate of officials will be
on the ballot next month —
from governor on down. An op-
portunity to have a voice in who
runs state government comes
only every four years so we
urge all of you to assert your-
selves as full stockholders in
our system of government.
Vote.
But you must be registered-
and you have seven more days
before that deadline.
Register in the county clerk's
office — located on the first
floor of the courthouse. It is a
simple process that takes only
four or five minutes, according




Social Security numbers are
used as voter registration num-
bers. People who ,wish to
register should have their
Social Security cards with them
when they report to register.
Tables will also be set up in the
Belair and Central Shopping
Centers on Saturday to register
voters.
If you have not. registered,
and if, by election day, you will
have reached the age of 18 and
will have resided in your
precinct at least 30 days, we en-
courage you to qualify yourself
to vote by registering ahead of
the Oct. 9 deadline.












WAXMAN (Calif.) ".. . I take pride in
introducing in the House of
Representatives today the Health Care
for All Americans Act. H. R. 5191, a new
national health insurance proposal
which I am sponsoring with Senator
Edward M. Kennedy. The Health and
Environment subcommittee will begin
hearings on this bill before this session
of Congress adjourns. . .
"Senator Kennedy and I are engaged
in a mutual endeavor to get both Houses
of Congress moving simultaneously on
enactment of a new health insurance
system — a promise first held out to
Americans over a generation ago.
"Unfortunately, there are many
inaccurate preconceived notions about
what kind of health care bill Senator
Kennedy and I sponsor. I want to
emphasize the fact that this bill varies
' sharply from earlier efforts — in its
financing, in its administration, in its
'use of the private system, in its use of
market Incentives to bring competition
and efficiency. . .
, "(The) bill will not interfere with the
free exercise of the best medical
judgement. Our bill will benefit the
doctor and consumer by assuring that
medical treatment is based entirely on
sound medical practice, not on ability
to pay. . .
"I do not want the current crazy quilt
of private insurance, medicaid,
medicare, employer plans and straight
cash payments to leave tens of millions
of Americans perpetually 'anxious as to
whether they or their loved ones will get
the best care and all the care they need
when illness strikes.
"All over the United States, a private
hospital can turn away the seriously ill
and "dump" them in the emergency
room of public hospitals... if they have
'insufficient funds, no insurance or in-
adequate insurance. . . We can never
know the suffering, or fear that might
have been alleviated had this
legislation been acted on sooner.
"For any national health insurance
plan to succeed, we need the en-
thusiastic participation of American
doctors, nurses, technicians, and other
health professionals."
Bible 'Thought
Likewise. I say unto you there is
joy in the presence of the angels of,
God Over one sinner that repenteth.
Luke 15:10
t Make an angel happy today Repent





Conducting the hearings will be no
easy task. Attending the hearings will
be lawyers from the registered lobbies;
American Medical Assn. (AMA); The
National Assn. for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP); American
Assn. of Retired Persons (AARP.
Other lobbies being represented will
be; American Hospital Assn.: National
Assn. of Private Psychiatric Hospitals;
American Osteopathic Hospital Assn.;
Service Employees International Union
(AFL-CIO), and the Hospital Financing
Study Group. In attendance, might
even be a few taxpaying patients.
MCP IT... We'Re GONNlaGo Fuu. sceeDOW
SyNFueL DeVeLoPMeNT... ,
So IF YOU'D KINDLY fkaMo*
YoUrnetF I Cat\I S1aRTcLeaQING oBsracLesi 57,
Garrott 's Galley
c case, sees Service
ne-criMEP
By M. C. Garrott
The Story Of 'Chicken Little,'
A Rooster Who Really Had It Made
, One Of our graduate students ut
Murray State, Charletter Ellis, walked
into my office the other day and asked if
I had ever heard of a rooster for a
household pet.
Of course, I hadn't. Then‘she told me
about "Chicken Little," one she had for
41-2 years. Charletter is one of four
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lee
Radford, and she grew up on a family
farm at Cerulean, over north of Gracey
in Christian County. Her husband,
Mike, is a payloader operator with a
clay corypany at Paris, Tenn.
4-+
"Chicken Little" is dead now, but
during those 42 years he received
plenty of tender loving care in the
Radford household before he went on to
wherever good dominiquer roosters
with red on their wings go when they
die.
Charletter and her family had been to
Hopkinsville one fall afternoon when
they found a baby chick, apparently
abandoned by its mother hen, perched
on their porch steps when they retur-
ned.
From that moment, the chick had it
made, beginning a life unlike that of
few chickens before him. Charletter
and her sisters — Sheri, Marsha and
Trenia — found a box for the chick and
it spent that night, the first of many in
the house in it.
++4-4-4-4-
As time passed, "Chicken Little," as
he was named, grew into the handsome,
strutting rooster that he was — all the
time becoming more and more an
accepted member of the household.
He never learned to eat whole or
cracked corn like the other chickens.
He ate only what the family ate. He
learned to eat peas off a fork and would
flip his comb over the very thought of
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The tree had been a living part of the, town square. rooted in
the most conspicuous site at the edge of the brick sidewalk; exact!.
on a line between Diuguid hardware store and 0. T. Hale & Co.„i
focal point much like Lincoln's Monument is to Ilodgensville. Ti
felling of the tree was a good story for the weekly newspaper.
In the preparation of the story papa had failed to get the esti-
mated age of thelree and requested that I run over and get t11-.-.
information from Mr. Ed Diuguid Sr. As a 12- year old hi iv, it was
a big assignment. NValking in pride through the narrow passagewas.
across a dank alley reeking in smells as bile of green persimmons
is to the lips. I ran up a rickety set of backsteps into the store.
Mr. Diuguid, perhaps 65 years of age, grunted upon rn.‘
appearance. lie waS seated -between. an old safe with accordion
doors and a monstrous Stove. Peering over his spectacles with a
devilish grin, he asked in a chuckling way the purpose of my visit.
I responded: "how old is the old sycamore tree'?" Ile understood
what tree I was talking about and resp- onded in a fashion like no
one else. "Sit down, son, I'll tell you that."
"That .old sycamore tree was here before me or your pappy
ever came to town. Faqt is, sop, it was here when there wasn't
any town." With that brief statement he tore off the top of an
unsealed envelope explaining he would write it down for me just
to make sure I wouldn't forget. On the flap he wrote: "150 years
or more. After a bit of hesitation he adired: "lint son I'Il tell you
something about that tree that don't anybody else knows, if you
promise me you won't tell your pappy for he puts everything in
that dang old paper of his. The pledge was made with a nod of
my head, but I wasn't sure the old rascal wasn't pulling my leg.
"Did you ever notice that. the big main stem of that tree kinda
sticks out by itself, towering nigh onto a hundred feet high?" he
asked gently- whit, stretching the point a bit. "Well th‘reason that's
that away is liet dint- me and another boy pruttechhtt old-dude that
way.. Now don't you '-ever say a word about it 'cause folks are still.
zrighty skittish about the Civil War."
To Be Continued
Charletter's parents, she said, were
the first to have breakfast in the
mornings and her father taught
"Chicken Little" to go around all the
legs of the table before he'd slip him a
peck or two of whatever they were
having.
"Sometimes," she laughed, "he'd cut
across if they weren't looking and get
around quicker. He was a smart one."
Also, to get her father's attention and
-the chance to circle the table legs,
"thicken Little" often would peck
gently at his trouser leg.
++++++
For a long time, "Chicken Little"
stayed in the box in the family room,
but when a brick fell on his foot and
broke a toe, he receive -special treat-
ment which included a new roosting
place — on the arm of a chair.
"Oh, he was housebroken all right,"
Charletter said when I asked the
inevitable question about droppings.
You simply don't sweep up chicken
droppings — at least not for several
weeks.
"At first we put papers on the floor,"
she explained, "and trained him to go
there. Then when he was big enough to
roost and selected the arm of the chair
as his roosting place, we'd put papers
on the floor beside the chair and others
on the seat of it.
"And, he wouldn't hop up on the arm,
of the chair unless the papers were
there first," she added. "Finally, he got
so big and heavy he couldn't hop up, so
we had to pick him up and put him
there. When he was ready to roost, he
would stand by the chair until the
papers were put down, and then we'd
lift him up."
++++++
Although he didn't particularly care
rir
for the outdoors, "Chicken Little" did
spend much of his time outside,
generally when no one was home, and
he made a pretty good "watchdog." On
one occasion, some relatives from
Pennsylvania arrived while the family
was away from home. "Chicken Lit-
tle," watching over the place, wouldn't
let the visitors leave their car until the
family returned.
Although he was outside a lot,
"Chicken Little" never learned to live
outdoors. He never learned to scratch
for and eat worms. He turned, up his
beak at the very idea of watermelon
seeds, and the only corn he would touch
had to be fresh and cut off the cob. None
of that old hard stuff for him!
++++++
In fact, it was this inability to live like
a normal chicken that cost "Chicken
Little" his life. When Charletter — who
was his principal benefactor — left
home to go to school at Murray State
and from which she graduated in 1977,
her mother decreed that the rooster had
lived in the house long enough.
She put him outside, to roost in the
henhouse with the other chickens. That
either broke his heart or was too much
with which for him to cope, because one
morning he was found dead just inside
the henhouse door.
"I guess you would say he was
cremated," Charletter replied when I
asked if he had been given an ap-
propriate burial in consideration for the
life he had lived, "I did want to have
him stuffed, but that didn't work out,"
she added. "All I have now to remind
me of him is a cookie jar shaped like a
rooster."
And so lived "Chicken Little."
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 2, the 275th
day of 1979. There are 90 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1919, President
Woodrow Wilson suffered a stroke that
paralyzed the left side of his body.
On this date:
In 1187, Jerusalem fell to Moslem
forces led by Saladin, the sultan who
was trying to drive Christians out of
Palestine.
In 1780, the British officer who
negotiated Benedict Arnold's attempt
to surrender West point, Major John
Andre, was hanged at Tappan, N.Y., as
a spy.
In 1889, the first Pan American
Conference was held in Washington. '
In 1941, in World War II, German
armies launched an all-out drive
against Moscow.
In 1967, the first black to sit on the
U.S. Supreme Court, Thurgood Mar-
shall, was sworn in.
In 1970, President Richard Nixon
received an enthusiastic reception on a
visit to Madrid, Spain.
Ten years ago: A controversial U.S.
test of .a hydrogen bomb was carried
out underground in the Aleutians
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News ind Sports bert..  7531*11
without setting off the earthquake that
some had feared.
Five years ago: The U.S. suggested a
major cutback by oil-consuming
nations in a strategy to force down
world petroleum prices. '
One year ago: A huge landslide at
Laguna Beach, Calif., sent at least 24
expensive homes down hillsides and left
others teetering precariously on cliffs.
Today's birthdays: Writer and film
critic Rex Reed is 39 years old. Editor
and publisher Clay Felker is 54. Former
baseball star Maury Wills is 47.
Thought for today: A habit cannot be
tossed out the window. It must be
coaxed down the stairs a step at a time
— Mark Twain, American humorist,
1835-1910.
Letter To The Editor
On Cuba
Dear Editor:
In President Carter's address last
night regarding the commiunist
situation in Cuba, he complimented
President John F. Kennedy's action
when in reality his withholding the air
support in the Bay of Pigs invasion
allowed Castro to murder 45,000 to
50,000 American soldiers. Evidently,
had this not have happened, Cuba






A man in Philadelphia was charged
with beating tili wife with a newspaper
which printed the results of a race in




10 1 ears Ago
The-Murray Board of Education has
been granted $24,507 from the
Department a Health, Education, and
WeKare to be used for preschool
training for 30 children, according to a
telegram received from the office of
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield.
Deaths reported include Clarence E
76, and Mrs. Omie Overby, 'Ti.
Airman James H. Phillips has been
assigned to Sheppard Air Force Base,
Texas. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Hoyt Phillips.
Carolyn Reaves, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Glindel Reeves of Murray and
Daytona Beach, Fla., is a member of
the band at the University of Florida,
Gainesville. She will be featured in a
solo part on the chimes when the band
performs at the halftime of the
University of Florida and Florida State
University football game at
Tallahassee.
Births reported include a girl, Christy
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. David Mullinax
on Sept. 28, and a boy, Bradley Lynn, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L. Weaver on
Sept. 29.
20 Years Ago
Over $7,150 was raised at a bleating
on Sept. 30 at the Murray City Hall to
apply to the City-County share of a new
$120,000 airport. The city and county
must supply $30,000 in order to qualify
for a like amount from the state and
$60,000 from the federal government.
The Airport Board also has $8,200 in
contributions from the Murray Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
Deaths reported include Elmer-
Tucker, 72, and Clarence E. Luter, 89.
James Mason Churchill, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Max Churchill, graduated
Sept. 30 from the John A. Gupton School
of Mortuary Science, Nashville, Tenn.
The membership drive for the-
Murray Civic Music Association will
take place Oct. 5 to 10, according to
William Thomas, president of the 44
organization.
Janice Cherry, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Cherry, will be crowned
football queen at the Murray High
homecoming game with Fulton tonight.
Her attendants are Gail Houston,
daughter of. the late Dr. and Mrs. Hal
Houston, and Linda Marine, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Marine.
30 }'ears Ago
D. N. White, Claude Anderson, s
Robert Taylor, T. S. Herron, and Cecil
Page attended a District Seminar held -
at the First Methodist Church, Fulton.
Deaths reported include J. E.
Lassiter.
Individual photos for the 1950 Murray
State College Shield will be taken.
. starting Oct. 31, according to Eugene
Allen, editor. Kenneth Wells is the
photographer.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Finney on Sept. 22,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wade
Morris on Sept. 15.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have a
Flower-and Hobby Show for the public
on Oct. 6 at the club house.
"Tulsa" starring Susan Hayward and
Robert Preston is showing at the
Varsity Theatre.
WHITE LETTER
,etters to the editor are welcomed
anti encouraged Al) letters must be
signed by the writer and the, writer's
address arid phiine number ill WA be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spat'ed whenever possfble
and should be on topics of general
rite rest.
Edit(ors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
hunt frequent writers.
.Address correspondence to:
Editor. The ,._Nlurray Ledger &




Surprising as it may seem to
Westerners, the traditional Chinese
state, which lasted in essentially the
same form from 200 BC. to 1911 AD., did
not reserve a place of high. honor for
soldiers.
Confucian and Taoist ethical prin-
cipals exalted diplomacy and com-
promise over fighting and an ancient
proverb had it that.:
You do not use good iron to make a
nail, nor a good man to make a
soldier.
Soldiers, it was understood, came
from the dregs of society, and armies
were composed of criminals and
vagrants. Another anti-war -statement
from the classical period has lost none
of its directness and pungency over the
past 2500 years:
Conduct your tviumph like a
funeral.
This remark, one supposes, was
directed to generals and other vic-
torious conquerors.
It is also interesting that, although
the medieval Chinese tended to regard
L•stictarship and culture as more im-
portant than swordplay and cavalry,
their civilization was strong enough to
turn most of the military invaders of
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tattosiwtokr?vor —"
Lindsey Hudspeth ( left) leads the team in scoring #.•ith four
Sports
touchdowns, but Danny Lee Johnson ( right has seen most of the
playing time at tailback.
Johnson Has Won Battle So Far
Tony
Wilson
ledger & Times .
Sports Editor
It was touted as a neck-and-neck battle for the
starting tailback spot, this rivalry between Dan-
ny. Lee Johnson and Lindsey Hudspeth was,
before the current Murray State football season
began. That's BEFORE.
In game one against Southeast Missouri,
Johnson carried 21 times. Hudspeth carried
three. In game two against Evansville, it was
Johnson, 23;-Hudspeth, 2_ And entering game six
this weekend, the score stands Johnson, Ill;
Hudspeth, 16.
What happened to the battle?
"It's simple," says offensive backfield coach
Tommy Liggons, himself a runner for the
University of Cincinnati only five years ago.
"Danny Lee_is ahead of all of them (the other
tailbacks ) now. None of them can run their
hardest in practice and in games all the time, but
Danny comes the closest."
Johnson, on the strength of his 1,217 yards
rushing, was named the Ohio Valley Con-
ference's offensive player of the year last
season. Did that give him a head start for this
season?
"None. ftle backs are graded every day, every
practice, every game," says Liggons. "If one
guy happens to be working harder than another
right before a game, then that guy is going to be
the starter." .
Hudspeth has had an interesting, if inconsis-
tent, career at Murray State. A member of the
1974 state champion Murray High team, he was
chosen all-state in 1976 as a_senior at both runn-
ing back and defensive back.
He saw little action, as most freshmen do, as a
Racer in 1977, carrying five times for 31 yards
and catching one pass. Johnson, a freshman too,
led the team in rushing with 565 yards on 122 car-
ries.
When Mike Gottfried assumed command at
Murray last season, Hudspeth was switched
from running back to the defensive backfield, an
area in which he started much of the year, and he
finished with interesting statistics: three
touchdowns on offense, 50 tackles and two pass
intereeptiOnS.-
But when Hudspeth reported for spring drills
six months ago, he indicated he wanted to be
switched back to running back, and Gottfried
complied with the request.
"I would rather he had stayed at defensive
back," said Gottfried. -But I wanted him to play
where he would be happy. So he made the swit-
ch."
And what of his lack of playing time? "Coach
Liggons says I'm a 'sometimes' player," says
Hudsepth. "He says sometimes I'm on, and
sometimes I'm off. I don't necessarily agree with
that."
Hudsepth currently leads the 3-1-1 Racers in
scoring with four touchdowns, all of which have
--rorne-on bionic leaps when Murray has had the
ball a yard or so from the goal line.
"It isn't something we just said 'Lindsey, go
do' one day," Liggons says of the play, which,
when properly exeFuted, allows Hudspeth to take
the handoff and jump almost straight up and
over the defensive line. Just enough to cross the
goal line for an official to see.
"We work on the play every week," Liggons
says. And is Lindsey among the best leapers
you've seen? "He's THE best I've seen," says
Liggons.
"Sure, I enjoy scoring, but I'd rather be play-
ing more," says Hudsepth."" Coach Liggons told
me before the first game that I would play just as
much, if not more, than Danny in the first game.
But! didn't.
"I just keep trying to work hard, because I
know I have just as much talent as Danny," he
says. "He's a strong runner, but I think I'm
quicker." •
"We tried both Lindsey and Danny at fullback,
since that maybe would have given them more
playing time, but nether is a fullback type of
runner," Says Gottfried.
Johnson, a native if East Prairie, Mo., was
originally placed at fullback when Gottfried took
Over the coaching reins at Murray, but "it just
didn't work," said Gottfried. "We run basically
an 'I' on offense, and you'll notice that the
tailback averages maybe 27 carries. The
fullback carries maybe six or seven times. So
he's spending a lot of time blocking."
"I was told I was the best runner ability-wise
on the team," said Hudsepth. "So I thought if I
worked hard I would be playing." But he says
there are no hard feelings.
-Maybe he (Johnson) IS working harder,"
says Hudsepth. 'Its sort of depressing not get-
ting to play, but I just have to keep on working
and hope my time comes."
A minor leg injury to Tony Lester, selected by
the Racer coaches-as the offensive player of the
week, means that the top three fullbacks are now
hobbling.
First it was Cadiz. Ky., native George Turnley,
who has missed the past four games. Then Ken-
ny Davis, a junior from Cincinnati, sat out the
Morehead game with a knee injury of which the
seriousness is still undetermined.
Lester, who rushed for 83 yards against
Morehead, shouldn't miss this Saturday's game
at UT-Martin, Liggons says, and he hopes .to
have either Turnley or Davis back, too. "But we
don't know which one yet."
A Call For Review




Mayfield's 14-7 overtime loss
to Paducah Tilghman did not
affect the Cardinals' standing
in The Associated Press high
school football poll, but Coach
Jack Morris called for a
review of the game's of-
ficiating. •
The Cardinals' winning
streak ended at 31 games
when two apparent touch-
downs in the overtime period
were nullified by penalties.
Morris saickhe would send
the, game film to Harold
Mischell, head of the Big
Eight Conference, which
supplied officials for the
game.
Morris claimed an ofk,A140.
was out of position when he
called an offsides_penalty that
nullified a scoring pass. The
v_.. issaig, ' 
Morris said, when they—ri did -
Prep Top 5
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Here are the
top five teams In each clam of Kentucky
high school football, with find-piece votes
In parentheses, records and total points.
Jeffers,' County AAAA
1. Trinity (II) 64 IN
2. Iroquois (2) 6-0 164
3. Butler 64 110
A Bishop David 101 76
5. Dales 5-1 36
Nate AAAA
1. Owensboro (17)
2. Bowling Green (1)
3 Franklin Co 12












I Scott Co (15)
2. Franklin-Simpson (4)
3. Belfry









1. Rkh Madison (16)
























Marcus Moss was stopped
short of the goal line on a
fourt/e-down run.
MaYfield, 6-1, lost some
first-place votes with the
defeat, but the Cardinals




for the first time. Ti lunan,
0, copped the No. 5 rating in
State AAAA, replacing
Henderson County!'
There was no change in the
Jefferson County AAAA, Class
AAA or Class AA ratings and
only a minor change in Class
A. .
Louisville Trintty,' 6-0,
.ferson County with a 35-6 Owensboro Apollo 47-0. Third- County
thumping of Thomas Jef-
ferson. Second-ranked
Iroquois, 6-0, shut out West-
port 31-0; No. 3 Butler, 6-0.
ripped Shawnee 40-6; No. 4
Bishop David, 5-1, em-
barrassed Valley 50-6, and
fifth-ranked DeSa les, 5-1.
outshone Stuart 13-0.
Owensboro stayed unbeater
and top-ranked in State AAAA
with a 14-3 victory, me!
Lexington Lafayette. The Red
Devils are 7-0. Bowling Green.




6 and slipped- to third
Lexington Tates Creek, 5-1.
trimmed Clark County 14-7
and remained fourth.
ranked Belfry trounced
Lawrence County 54-0. No. 4
Independence Simon Kenton,
7-0, was the only AAA team
that did not win by shutout,
but the Pioneers coasted past
Conner 41-14. No. 5 Lincoln
County, 6-0, stopped Whitley
County 14-0.
Corbin, 6-0, remained
second in Class AA after
smashing Bell County 34-0.
No. 3_ Heath, 5-1, thrashed
Todd Central 45-0.
Richmond Madison, 4-1,
remained atop Class A with a
35-7 ramp over Ludlow.
Secondranked Elkhorn City, 6-
0, blanked Prestonsburg 20-0.
Paintsville moved up one
notch to third at 4-1 by
mauling West Carter 69-8.
Scott County, 6-0, humbled Harlan, 74, altio Twined one
Madison Central 40-0 and position by shutting out
continued to lead the voting in Pineville 26-0. Bellevue, 4-2,
Class' AAA. No. 2 fell from third to fifth after
Miiiray Ledger & Times
The Playoffs
Seaver, Candelaria Opposing




veterans Tom Seaver and
John Candelaria, throwing
hard after being hampered by
mysterious ailments earlier
this season, will be the star-
"Being injured early in the




would start the first game and
Jim Bibby, 12-4, the second,
Candelaria refused to admit
NATIONAL LEAGUE
ting pitchers in tonight's
opening game of the National
League championship series.
Seaver, 16-6, will open for
the Cincinnati Reds and
Candelaria, 14-9, will start for
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Pittsburgh Manager Chuck
Tanner said Candelaria "is fit,
100 percent" after being
bothered with a recurring
ache in his side. •
"He says he's ready to
pitch," Tanner said. "When
he's pitching well, there's
nobody any better."
Seaver, out a month with
back trouble, came back to
win 11 straight and now says
he feels "fine."
"I've pitched fewer innings
this year than I ever have in
the big leagues," Seaver said.
1
he would get the nod.
"I know, but I'll never tell,"
he said. "Who would you
start?"
Seaver, meanwhile, talked
pensively about the playoff
series and how his perspective
has changed.
"Right now, I get more
enjoyment out of seeing guys
like Fish (pitching coach Bill
Fischer) and Burnie (pitcher
Tom Hume) enjoy it than in
me winning," Seaver said.
jle admitted that the
clubhouse celebration after
the Reds had clinched the
West Division title brought
back memories of his first
league championship with the
New York Mets.
"The way they were running
around, I could see myself 10
years ago," Seaver said. "I
acted the same way in 1969.
The excitement manifests
itself in different ways now."
He said the thing that hasn't-
changed is the motivation.
"I love to pitch. I love it
more now than ever. It's the
same difference if it's June 1
and there's 2,000 people in the
stands or if it's October and
it's on national television,"
Seaver said. "I never
predicate my effort or the
importance of the game on
external circumstances."
Living the experience of
major league competition has
become more important to
Seaver as he sees his playing
days dwindling.
"The experience itself is
more fun than the post-game
celebration," he said. "When I
was younger; I thought 'That's




starter in the second game
will be rookie Frank Pastore,
6-7, a fireballer who reminds
observers of the younger Tom
Seaver.
Fregosi Says AL's 1st Game




Manager Jim Fregosi says it's
not a life-or-death situation for
the Angels in the opener of the
American League playoffs
Earl Weaver -Wanted the
benefit of his experience
under playoff pressure. The
three-time Cy Young Award
winner' is 7-2 in post-season
competition and says his arm
"feels great. It feels just like it
AMERICAN LEAGUE
against Baltimore, and the
Orioles' most recent post-
season performances bear
him out.
"I don't feel we have to win
the first game," Fregosi said
of the Wednesday night start
in the best-of-five series. "It's
a very big advantage to win
the first one, but if you lose it's
not over.
The Angels, winners of the
AL West Division title for the
first time, will be Meeting a
team that is in the playoffs for
the sixth time in 11 years and
holds a 12-6 record in league
championship play.
But the Orioles, East
Division winners with the
major leagues' best record of
102-57, have lost six of their
last eight playoff games and
have dropped both of their last
two series — each time after
winning the opener.
Jim Palmer, sidelined with
arm trouble much of the




Palmer, who finished 10-6,
was picked over 23-game
winner Mike Flanagan to start
the opener because Manager
used to feel."
Flanagan, scheduled to
pitch Game Two here Thur-
sday, heads a staff that led the
league with a 3.27 earned run
average and maintains
Baltimore's tradition of strong
pitching.
In the Angels, the Orioles'
pitchers will be challenged by
a group of heavy hitters who
averaged .281 as a team with
164 home runs.
"There's no doubt that our
strongest point is our hitting
and the Orioles' is their pit-
ching," Fregosi said Monday
after rain washed out a
scheduled practice here.
"We've never really been a
high-hitting team until this
year," he said. "Pitching and
defense were always the
Angels' strong points before.
We made up for it this year,
though."
"Except for Hoenicke,
we're all set to go," said
Orioles Manager Earl
Weaver. "I'm looking for a
good series against California.
Calloway Freshmen
Belt Crittenden 22-0
MARION, Ky. — Craig
Darnell scored two
touchdowns, and the Calloway
County defense limited Crit-
tenden County to 44 yards in
offense as the Lakers took a
22-0 decision in freshmen foot-
ball action yetterday.
Darnell scored on runs of
three and eight yards as
Calloway, now 3-0, raced to a
14-0 halftime lead. It used an
eight-yard gallop by Steve
Young in the third period for
the final margin.
Jeff Butterworth and Jeff
Garrison scored on conversion
attempts.
Garrison finished with 82
yards rushing on 10 attempts,
while Darnell had 72 on 12
tries. The Lakers netted 201
yards in total offense, in-
cluding completed passes by
Garrison and John • Farris.
Crittenden had 44 yards
rushing on 20 carries and'
threw four passes, all in-
complete.
Darnell added an intercep-
tion on defense, and Raymond
Grady recovered a fumble for
the Lakers.
Calloway travels to Benton
Thursday before hosting Lone
Oak Monday at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Both games are set
for 6:30p.m.
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Punters, Passers, Kickers-
Winners of local competiton in Punt, Pass and Kick competition, held Saturday at Murray Middle School, are, front row
from left: James Payne (1st, 8 year olds), Chris Hayes (2nd, 8), Scott Lyons (3rd, 8), David Sykes (1st, 9 year olds ), Shan-
- non Slater (2nd, 91 and Jim Hill (3rd, 9). In second row are Tony Wade (1st, 10 year olds), Greg Futrell (2nd, 10), Marl'
West (1st, 11 year olds) and Allen Hargis (2nd, 11'). In ,back are Dwayne Gammons (1st, 12 year olds), Dennis Thurman
(2nd, 12), Mark Waldrop (3rd, 12), Shawn Glavin (1st, 13 year olds) and Wade Smith (2nd, 11). Not shown are Mark Miller,
3rd among 10 year olds; Aaron Barrett, second among 11 year olds; and Jeremy White, third among 13 year olds. The-first-
plaee winners in each age group will compete in zone competition Saturday in Madisonville. Punt, Pass and Kick is spon-
sored by Ford Motor Company and the National Football, and the local competition was sponsored by Parker Ford.












Baltimore at California. n
Saturday. Oct 6
Baltimore at California,if necessary
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, n 1. if neces-
sary.
Sunday. Oct. 7
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh. d necessary





By the Associated Press
not exactly a kid nor did he
play left field, Jerry Coleman
wasn't expected to be the new
manager of the San Diego
Padres. And he admits that he
• didn't expect it, either.
"If we're going to turn
things around, we're going to
. have to be willing to do
something different," said
• Ballard Smith, the Padres'
president, after announcing
Monday .that Coleman would
manage the National League
team next season.
The choice of Coleman, 55,
• an infielder with the New York
Yankees for nine years, was a
surprise, to say the least.
Ironically, he was seen on
national television Sunday
T night as the Padres' an-
. nOuncer in the new motion
2 picture, "The Kid from Left
Field," in which a 12-year-old
batboy, played by Gary
Coleman, Is named manager
of the club.
Coleman, who succeeds
Roger Craig at the helm of the
Padres, 'was the team's No.1 St "15
N.Y. Giants
radiri-coniouni.ri for-the-past - - -
eight years. Prior to that, he
broadcast Yankees' games for
seven years..
Coleman told reporters at a
news conference that his
appointment was "probably a
bigger surprise tame than it is
to you — this is my last
challenge. I relish it. I grasp
it, and I'm going to run with
it."
Oilers Win
The Oilers defeated the
Steelers 19-0 to improve their
season record to 3-0 in a Mur-
ray Middle School intramural
football game yesterday at Ty
Holland Stadium.
The Oilers scored their
points on Steve Rutledge's 65-
yard run in the second period
and two fourth-quarter
touchdowns: Jay -Wells' 30-
yard scoring pass to Jimmy
Kelly, and Tim Glavin's 20-run
run. Glavin also scored on a
conversion run.
NFL Standings AP's Top 20'
American Conference
East
W L T Pct. PF PA
Miami 4 1 0 400113. 78
Buff a lo 3 2 0 600 154 104
New England 3 2 0 600 130 81
N.Y Jets 2 3 0 400 120 164
Baltimore 0 5 0 000 62 104
Central
Cleveland t 1 0 .1100 101 94
Houston 4 1 0 .800 117 100
Pittsburgh 4 1 0 .1160 109 71
Cincinnati 0 5 0, 000 78 149
West
San Diego 4 1 0 100 142 81
Denver 3 2 0 .600 79 91
Kansas City - 3 2 0 600 103 60
Oakland 2 .1 0 _.. 400 76 112
Seattle 1 4 0 .200 93 122
National Cenfereare
East
Dallas 4 1 0 100 112 93
Philadelphia 4 1 0 .40013 72
Washington 4 1 0 IN 114 67
1 4 0 .300 76 98
0 5 0 .010)1 - _111
Tampa Bay 5 I 0 1.000 119 71
htimesota 3 2 • .100 II 106
Chicago 2 3 0 ASO 81 12
Groan Bay 2 1 • .00 0 Iff
Detroit 1 4 .4 200 64 125
West
Las Angeles 3 2 0 .600 84 711
Atlanta 2 3 0 400101. 104
New Orleans 2 3 0 .403 in 176
San Francisco 0 5 0 .003 89 137
Sitaday's Games
New'York Jets 33, Miami 27
Minnesota 13, Detroit 10
New Orleans 24, New York Giants 14
Philadelphia 17, Pittsburgh 14
Washington 16, Atlanta 7
Buffalo 31, Baltimore 13
Houston 31. Cleveland 10
Tampa Bay 17, Chicago 13
Dallas M. Cincinnati 13
Oakland V. Denver 3
Kansas City 24. Seattle 6
Loa Angeles 21, St.Louis 0
San Diego 31, San Francisco 9
Muday's Game
Green Bay 27, New England 14
Smdsy, October 7
Chicago at Buffalo
Detroit at New England
Green Bay at Atlanta
Kansas City at Cincinnati .
Washington at Philadelphia
Tampa Bay at New York Giants
St. Louis at Houston
Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Dallas at Minnesota
- Los Angeles at New Orleans
New York Jets at Baltimore
San Diego at Denver
Seattle at San Francisco, in
Monday. October. 8
Miami at Oakland. n
The AP Ten Timmy
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The Associ-
ated Press college football poll, with first-
place votes in parentheses, records and
total points Points based on 20-19-184716
15-14-13-1241-104444-14 -34-1
1So. California i47i 4-04 1.222
2.Alabarna 1141 3-0-0 LIM
3.0klahorna 3-0-0 1040




8 Ohio State 4-0-0 683
2 Florida State 4-0-0 662
10.Notre Dame 2-1-0 658
11.Michigan 3-1-0 654
12.Purdue 3-1-0 641
13. Arkansas 3-0-0 619
14 No. Carolina State 4-0-0 368
15.Masoun 3-1-0 342
16. Michigan-State 3-1-0 290
17 Louisiana State 2-1-0 26






MONTREAL . EXPOS—Signed Bit,
Lee. pitcher, to a three-yearcontraCt




NEW YORK KNIC1{S-,..Annourit ed
that Ron Behagen, forward, left camp to









Larry Brown, offensive lineman
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS - Pla,ed
John Watson, tackle, on the injured
reserve list.
SEATTLE SEAHAWICS- Signed I ,ny
Green. kick returner, to a free agent
tract. Put David Suns, running ba 6. on




Reinhart, defenseman, to a mu; -
contract. Signed Jay Soloway --
Hunter, dot ensemen.
USC Holds On To No.1 Ranking
By the Associated Press
• Southern California,
: Alabama, Oklahoma and
Texas held onto the top four.
spots, while the Nebraska
Gornhuskers jumped from





! over Penn State Saturday and
received 999 points in balloting
• by a nationwide panel of
sports writers ..stnd broad-
caters. The loss, meanwhile,
knocked previously 18th-
'. ranked Penn State out of the
: TopTwenty.
Southern Cal, which needed
a touchdown with 32 seconds
left to edge Louisiana State 17-
'12, received 47 first-place
• votes and 1,222 of a possible
• 1,240 points. LSU's near miss
also benefitted the Tigers,




clobbered Vanderbilt A6-3 for
14 first-place votes and 1,180
points, while No. 3 Oklahoma,
clobbered Rice _63-21 and
earned 1,080 points.
The other first-plate vote
went to Texas; a- l4 winner
over Missouri, which fell from
fifth to 15th. The Longhorns
received 1,053 points.
After Nebraska came No. 6
Houston with 838, No. 7
Washington with 777, No. 8
Ohio State with 683, No. 9
Florida State with 662 and No.
10 Notre Dame with 656.
Houston jumped from
eighth to sixth by routing West
Texas State 49-10, Washington
climbed from ninth to seventh
by downing Fresno State 49-10,
Ohio State moved from 14th to
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eighth by downing UCLA 17-
13, Florida State defeated
Virginia Tech 17-10 and went
from 12th tO ninth and Notre
Dame's 27-3 , drubbing of
Michigan State lifted the
Fighting Irish from 15th to
10th:
The Second Ten consisted of
Michigan, Purdue, Arkansas,
-North -Carolina . State,
'Missouri, t -Michigan State,
ISO, North Carolina, Ten-
nessee and.prigham Young.
• Last week it Was Michigan,
Florida State, Arkansas, Ohio
••:. •
State, Notre Dame, N- ('.
State, UCLA, Penn Suite,
Southern Methodist and 1St'.
North Carolina, Tennessee
• and Brigham Young made 111e
Top Twenty for the first
this season. Carolina crushi.01
Army • 41-3, TennesH
trounced Auburn 35-17 ;,ral
BYU defeated Texas-El P:iso
-31-7-- -
Besides Penn Stall-
longtime regular in the p
Twenty, and UCLA, SMU
dropped out by "losing .0
Tulane 24-17.
Connors Forced To Halt
Match; Austin Triumphs
By the Associated Press
ASUNCION, Paraguay —
Victor Pecci of Paraguay
defeated Jimmy Connors of
the United States in the final of
a $25,000 international tennis
tournament when Connors
retired with an injured
shoulder.
.Pecci Was ahead .54_ in the
first set when Connors sud-
denly stood motionless on the
court complaining Of strong







defeated Barbara Potter 6-1,
6-3 in the opening round of the
U.S: Women's Indoor Tennis
Championships at Met Center,
NEW YORK — Pete Rose rif
the Philadelphia F'hillies ;Ind
Houstcm Astros pitcher J.R.
Richard were chosen_ae-the
National League's player and
piteher for September. while-
rookie infielder Alfredo
Griffin of the Toronto Blue
Jays and reliever
Gossage of the New York
Yankees received the honors
in the American League. .
No Pressure
'Fired Up' Packers Stun New England 27-14
By MIKE O'BRIEN
AP Sports Writer
GREEN BAY, Wis. — The
Green Bay Packers had been
1-3. Their unique fans, while
still fiercely loyal, had taken
to booing of late.
Coach Bart Stfirr and
quarterback David
Whitehurst had been severely
criticized all last week.
In other words, Packer
safety Johnnie Gray said, the
team had everything going for
It. .
-We were under no pressure
tonight because nobody gave
us a chance," Gray said after
Monday night's 27-14 National
Vootball League upset of the
New England Patriots.
"Everybody was fired up,"
he said. "Part of it was the
Monday night thing — the
rizitlanal TV exposure. But
there was a lot of personal
pride at stake, too, because of
all the things that were
written and said."
The Packers vented their
frustrations on the heavily
favored Patriots with
Whitehurst passing 15 yards to
Aundra Thompson for one
touchdown apd running for
another.
The Green Bay defense set
up three touchdowns with
interceptions of Steve Grogan
passes, and tackled New
England's ,scrambling
quarterback five times for.31
yards in losses.
The manner in which the
Packers upset the team which
had ranked third in the NFL
on offense and second on
defense was almost as
tling as the upset itself.
Deluged with criticism after '_
No Week-lings
playing conservatitaly for ,a
tie in regulation, only to lose in
overtime at Minnesota eight
days earlier, the Packers this
time held nothng back.
They surprised New
England with a 34 defentsive
alignment. They blitzed — a
rarity for them. They passed
from their own end zone. They
ran — unsuccessfully — on
fourth-and-1.
They threw on first down.
Receiver James Lofton tried a
forward pass. They ran plays
without a huddle and holder
David Beverly even tried to
pass to kicker Chester Marcol
on a fake field goal play.
If the wide-open play was in
- any -way intended as a
response to the past week's
censure, Starr would not
admit it.
But he couldn't mask his,
elation. - " • -
"That was as inspirational,
as emotional a- victory' as I
have ever. been a part of," he
said. "New England has one
heck of a team. We were
grateful just to be on national
TV against them. To win is a
huge bonus for us.
"I think we had to open inn),
to have a uhance against
them-.--We felt that, in order to
prepare properly for a team of
their caliber, we couldn't hold
anything back."
"We had to use everything
-at our disposal," Starr said.
"We just felt we had to let it all
hang out."
Coach Ron Erhardt, whose .
Patriots, 3-2, muffed a chance •
to tie Miami for the AFC .ast
lead, said he had warned- his •
team that the Packers might ,
be at an emotional peak.
The Patriots scored in the
first quarter on a 27-yard pass
from Grogan to Francis. The
Parker% tied it 74-later in-the
first on a 1-yard run by Harty
Smith. Graves' interception at
the Patriot 45 led to the score.
Racers' Jones, Eastern's Hughes
Chosen Ohio Valley's Top Players
By the Associated Press 10 win over Austin Peay.




Murray State :defensife. end
Glen./ Jones and Eastern
cocaptain • for the second
straight year, Hughes
Kentucky quarterback Bill collected 226 total passing By the Associated Press manager frequently • was in
Rtrghes have been selected as yards on touchdown aerials of KANSAS CITY, Mo. — disfavor with owner Ewing
Players of the Week in the 14, 21 and 11 yards, the latter Whitey Hetzog was fired Kauffman. His termination
.Ohio Valley Conference, the to Jerry Parrish. _ today as manager of the was a subject of speculation
commissioner's office an- Other noteworthy per- Kansas City Royals. a team he even last season.
nounced today. formances around the con- guided to -three straight This year, as the Royah
Jones, a 5-10, 188-pound ference were turned in by American League West futilely fought to retain their
sophomore- from Memphis, Austin Peay running back championships. division crown, Herzog's
Tenn., was credited with 12 Cosmo. Cochran, who gained Herzog appeared pale and status became more and more
tackles and a pass in-103 yards in a losing cause, shaken Mornents after tenuous.
terception in the Racers' 31-7
romp over Morehead
Saturday.
Jones was chosen second
team alL-OVC last season as a
freshman.
Hughes, a 6-foot-P. senior
from Lancaster, Ohio, threw
three scoring passes, two of
them to wide receiver David
- -to-spark- Eastern:1;45....
and Murray State's Danny
Lee Johnson, who .gained 83
'Yara'S and scored once in the
Racers' 31-7 win aver
Miirehead State,
In the trenches, Eastern
Kentucky center David Neal
was singled out for his .game
against Austin Peay, as was
Murray State center Norman
walking out of the office of
General Manager Joe Burke,
where he received the news.
"They're not going to renew _
my contract," he said "They
Just said it was for the good of
the organization."
Despite his 410-304 record in
4rars.- it has been cm-
- .47-yearrold 
Kauffman, frequently has
voiced disapproval of Her-
zog's public criticisms of
players.
--There was no immediate. .
indication who will replace
- - Herzog.
"I don't know What I'm
going to do now." Herzog said.
"I'll just go home, and waitfor
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Q. - I am putting down a
small concrete patio and' am
reasonably sure that I know
exactly how to do everything
except here to place wire
mesh for extra strength. Does
it go at the bottom of the
mixture, in the center or near
the top? Should the concrete
be partly dry or what?
A. - After the gravel or
whatever you are using for
drainage has been installed,
cover it halfway to the-desired
thickness 1 the patio floor
with the concrete mixture.
Wait about five minutes, then
put the-mesh in place.
Imitiesliately pour the rest of
the mixture over the mesh and
finish the job just as thoagh
the.rnesh had notbeen Used:
Q. - We live in, an apart-
ment -where the kitchen has-no
exhaust fan of any kind. After
cooking, the odor of the food
hangs around for hours even
when we open a window. The
landlord says he ,has no in-
tention of cutting into the wall
to- intafl an exhaust, fan.
Would a tan in the window be
of any use?
A. - Absolutely: Get an
exhaust fan of the proper size
to fit the window. Attempt to
get one that has an expansion
attachment that fills up any
opening at the side of the fan.
Or make one yourself from a
piece of wood with a hole cut in
it for placement of the fan. If
your kitchen is equipped with
a double-hung window, the fan.
should be placed in the upper
part of it.
Q. - Several years ago, I
used paint remover to-get the
finish off an old bedroom
bureau. I remember what
trouble I had with the remover
running down the sides until I
-learned- to-turn the bureau
once in a while so that I was
always working on a
horizontal surface. This. time I
intend to take the finish off a
set of six dining room chairs.
It• might be impractical to
keep turning the 'chairs to
prevent the sametrouble. Any
suggestions?
A. - First, be sure you use
the so-called paste type of
paint remover. It's not exactly
a paste, but it's thicker than
the regular version of
remover and is less likely to
drip. Also, you may have
applied too much of the
remover at one time.
Remembering • these two
things, you shouldn't have too
much trouble, but if you do
.have it with the legs of the
chairs, place them in small
metal containers. Then, if the
remover drips, it will fall into
the containers and can be used
again..
- - • - - • - - .
Q. - I do not understand the
principle of applying a sealer
to wood before putting on
stain. Doesn't the sealer
prevent the stain from sinking
in?
A. - If thesealer is thinne&..
according to directions, it will
serve only as a partial seal. By
doing, so, it will prevent the
stain from sinking in too
deeply in certain areas and
causing uneven coloring.
(The techniques of applying
stain, bleach, varnish,
lacquer, shellac, remover,
etc., are detailed in Andy
Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," which
can, be obtained by sending 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
self-addressed entelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box- 477,I
Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest




Revival Of Interest In
Culinary Arts Has
Taken America By Storm
A revival of interest in the
culinary arts has taken
America by storm.
Everybody's into cooking
classes - - especially men.
Expensive kitchen equipment -
is selling faster than
manufacturers can produce it.
New Cookbooks abound. And,
entertaining at home has
again become one of our most
popular pastimes. In
celebration of this trend, the
National Paint & Coatings
Association offers these color
tips to help Make your dining
room a showcase for fabulous
food.
Consider- your lifestyle and
food preferences when
planning your dining room
decor. Remember that warni
colors stimulate the appetite
and conversation while cool
colers tend to subdue them.
Since comparatively small
amounts of time are spent in
the dining rooin, and that time
is spent with family and
friends in the pursuit of
pleasure, colors can be bolder
and more dramatic than in
other rooms. Here are a feiv
ideas to whet your appetite:
- for a romantic,.
traditional or oriental-effect,
paint walls with glossy red
enamel...rich, convivial and




chocolate brown provide a
cozy but sophisticated at-
mosphere that's spectacular
foil for natural foods like leafy
salads and baskets of fruit.
- walls painted in deep-
toned earthy colors such as
tobacco leaf gold or russet are
compatible with casual and
rustic lifestyles, and cast a
marvelous reflettien oD




TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) -
Despite rising energy costs,
more than 10 million
households in the United
States have no attic insulation,
according to a recent report
by Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Corp.
The attic is one of the major
areas of heat loss in the home.
The report also says another
72 million households (ex-
cluding mobile homes and-
multi-family dwellings with
more than four units) have
only 1 to 5 inches of attic in-
sulation. Six inches is con-
sidered the minimum in most

















THE -A" FRAME CONCEPT HAS BEEN USED IN this cottage but improved upon to
gain living space. The "A" Frame has ridge to floor rafters forming the entire shell; it
eliminates side walls except for front and rear. Plan HA1119M has 972-square feet on the
first floor and 321-square-feet on the second floor. For more information write—enclosing




The _ gardens at Mystic
Museum Seaport in Con-
-neeticut,flourish liecause they—
contain compatible plants,
many introduced long ago by
sea captains returning from
distant voyages, and others
resistant to sea-air damage.
"Every_ plant around the
exhibits is there not to detract
from the seaport displays but
because it belongs there,"
says head gardener Louis
Pellegrino, - a retired navy
submariner. Lou has been on
the scene for 21 years and has
done extensive research.
Pellegrino related that
people coming from England
- in the tolor...1 days brought
packets of seeds to the port on ,
the Mystic River.
"In 1687," he related, "the
blacksmiths had plants near
their forges and often ex-
changed cuttings with
visitors.
"Of course, it is impossible
-to -"go back to some original
flowers because hybridists
have made so many im-
provements," he said.




("they fit in with the old
buildings and provide berries
fbr birds") and hydrangeas
rthat have been here for
years and are excellent for
dry arrangements.")
- Pellegrino guided us to the
Captains' •Garden, with
specimens of plants brought to
Mystic by roving skippers.
There was cryptomeria, a
- Japanese evergreen; snap-
dragons and daisies for color
and gut flowers; zinnias,
verbtra-a,- orharnntaIanlvTa
("the red variety that will
- grow in salty, foggy
weather"), lilies and dahlias.
Other plants that do well, he




Our host, Bill North, also
pointed out the hackmatack
trees (larch) whose roots
provided an L-shaped knee
often used in the old days in
the keel of wooden ships.
There were living
memorials also, two big
hollies, apple and hawthorne
trees ---,honoring people who
had helped the Seaport
Museum spread beyond what
was the site of the George
Greenman & Co., Shipyard.
The yard operated from 1837-
1879, when the Mystic River
community was an important
whaling port.
There are old, finely
maintained ships, including
the square riggers Charles W.




awl be sided Dillow wilt vied or oloseinern
V,t only$1404
All Types,pf Home and Business
Improvements — Complete Service
Harmon & Binkley
Construction Co.
Ss. 4111 beide lbs Drhe km 7534124
Joseph Conrad off • Seaport
Street.
The Seaport's public
exhibits focus on the building
and preservation of wooden
veis'els, the work of maritime
artists and craftsmen, and the
impact of maritime com-
merce and industry on 19th-
century life.
Volunteers check and
change cut flowers and plants




geraniums, and help with
hanging baskets of fuchsia,
scented geranium, Swedish
ivy and begonias.
In his greenhouse, where he
propagates plants and helps
many-through the rugged New
England winter, Pellegrino
displayed a red . flowered
Epiphyllum orchid cactus.
. "I do some trading with the
horticulture people at Cornell
University," he. confided. He
prepares his own white-fly
traps, pieces of yellow painted
wood dipped in a moist
adhesive. Yellow attracts
insects.
He snipped a stem from a
magnificent , begonia, ex-
plaining he always does them
by hand and that the clipping
makes them bushy. He prefers
starting them from seed. _
Pellegrino mixes his own
planting medium of sand.
vermiculite, perlite and soil
with trace elements for
nutrients.
Our, tour ended with Lou's
departure to inspect flowers
for deCorating the Seaport's
steamboat, Sabino, which
cruises toward the Atlantic
daily "except In foul
weather." The ship was the
scene-of-a--wadding ceremony
that night, with special
flowers.
(For Earl Aronson's
"Associated Press Guide to
House Plants," send $1 to
House Plants, AP
Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller
















fibers such as nylon, polyester
and acrylic have been 'sub-
The consumer who wants to stantially improved recently.
make the best possible choice Consequently, consumers
in carpeting should begin the may now choose these for-
process- -of selection before. merly less desired fibers with
going to the store, say carpet more confidence than in the
manufacturers. past. -
It is wise to mull over before Nylon is the most widely
leaving home such factors as used fiber in carpets today. Its
the amount and hardness of outstanding characteristic is
expected wear and the length its ability to resist abrasion or
of time the carpet must last. • wear. As a result, nylon
'Carpet durability and looks carpeting -offers durability
are influenced by three fac- over a long period- of time.
tors: density, fiber and tex- Nylon takes dye well and is
ture. Density is most im- reasonably resistant to stains.
portant, since, regardless of Drawbacks include the
texture or fiber, the more pile buildup of static electricity
packed into a carpet's sur- and a tendency toward pilling,
face, the better it will wear. which occurs when tiny, fuzzy
The fiber chosen influences balls of fiberbecome wedged
the carpet's resistance to soil, between the carpet tufts.
wear • and crushing and Improved nylons which
determines its ease of resist pilling and static-
- cleaning. - ' electricity' buildup, are now
Texture is primarily a being marketed under a
question of looks. Most tex- variety of trade names.
tures are satisfactory, Acrylic carpet, usually
provided the carpet is dense more expensive than .nylon,
enough. Some textures, resembles wool in ap-
however, require more care
than others. ,
--Since-most -ptrehases • are
trade-offs between what can
be afforded and is practical
compared to what is most
appealing or best, consumers
are likely to have some hard
choices to make.
In general, one should
choose the heaviest density
one scan afford, even if it
means going to a less ex-
pensive fiber.
Wool,- which has • long been
considered the fiber of choice
,in terms of looks, is now too
expensive to be 'acceptable to
durability, texture choice is
often a question of style.
At present, plush, a
velvetlike, smooth-looking
carpet texture, is highly
- popular. Plash carpets feel
good underfoot and are
available in most fibers in a
wide range of prices.
Some people object to the
shading which occurs when
plush carpets are stepped on
and the pile leans in different
directions. For them, the new
Saxony plush texture 'which
lessens the degree of shading
would be preferable.
Twist textures which were
once known as "friezes" are.
gaining popularity again
because of their ability to
conCeal tracking and shading.
By combining slightly twisted
yarns with bulkier ones,
designers working with twist .,
textures have been able, to .
create interesting style and
pattern effects.
Other types of textures
include looped-pile designs, a
dense,- tight construction very
useful in high-traffic areas,
pearance, texture and per- and cut and loop textures.
formance. Acrylic also resists-- Besides evaluatin_g_ the
-s011,-Kresilientandisdurable. 'carpet sample, 'consumers
-Polyester fibers, relative should' also look into the
-newcomers to the carpet field, reputation of the retailer from
are valued for their softness _whom they contemplate
and luxurious looks. -
Problems, as with nylon,
include pilling and static
electricity.
Polypropylene or - olefin
fiber is used extensively as a
backing material in carpet. In
addition, polypropylene is
used to produce indoor-
outdoor carpet. metal threshold stripping at
While fiber considerations doorways and padding are
are based on cost and 
 •
included.
buying. Beware the retailer
whose price is substantially
below everyone else's.
Also watch out for extra
charges at delivery. Carpet
bills should clearly state what
is included in the price and
whether removal of the old
carpet, and installation of
















The La-Z-Boy Reckna-Rocker chair allows yo6 to rock and recline to
your most comfortable position It otters the added feature of the
legrest which works independently of the reclining action There are







Over 150 Chairs In Stock To Choose From  i11
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LERIVIANS
It OUR 60th BIRTHDAY
SHOP EARLY! . . . for best selections
USE *LAYAWAY *VISA *MASTER CHARGE
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Reg. 7.99 Men's Flanttet\Shirts 6.99
Reg. 12.95 2-Slice Toaster 10.60












of styles & colors in
easy care fabrics






















St. Mary TOWEL Ensemble
Reg. 2.99 sr)
Bath Towel L.
Reg. 2 1 "Hand Towel Lu
Reg. 1,50 0 8t
Wash Cloth 0
Choose from. . .
Lovely Prints, Solids, Jacquards
ELECTRIC BLANKETS,



















































72 x 90 12.99
Patchwork QUILTS






























Selected Group of Assorted Styles
REG. TO '30.
14.6°- 19.6°




21x34 • 24x40 thP •
Ladies' Knee Hi Hose, Special. . .
Men's Tube Socks, Special. . .
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Brown Says He Has IIP
Made No Promises
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate. John Y. Brown says
tjiat Louie B. Nunn, his
Republican opponent, ought to ,
wear a red suit and whiskers
like Santa Claus.
"My opponent has obligated
more than $250 million in state
funds for various projects
around the state. I haven't
made any commitments. I'm
a free candidate," Brown said
during ipt luncheon -speech
Monday before about 280
members of the Kentucky
Municipal Leagge.
Brown said Kentucky needs
a businessman who can
streamline the "monster" in
Frankfort.
"All lily life, I've been in-
volved with the selling of
Kentucky," he said. "And, I
can attract the right
businesses to the state if you/
will let me open up the doors."
He said that although he
doesn't know 'how to p)ow a
field or how to mine Oat, he
does know how to/Sell Ken-
tucky's products./ A gover-
nment run as abusiness will
give the state.eredibility." he
said.
His influence nationally also
would be an asset for Ken-
tucky, Brown said. ',I have
raised .more money, honestly,
for a major political party
than any man in the country,"
-he said. BroWn, sponsored
telethons for the Democratic
Party in the early 70s.
On other issues, Brown said
he supports a 15 percent bonus
for police and firemen who
participate in special training,
and he said he favors
changing the state's tax laws
to oinforni.wittilederal laws.
With one exception, Brouin
said he opposes collective
bargaining for public officials.
Teachers were singled out for
special treatment because,
"there is no strike clause in
their contract," Brown said.
"Giving teachers collective
bargaining Would' be healthy
for the sta. Once a year it
wOuld gitte them a chance to
tell the public what is hap-
pening in the schools," Brown
exPlained.
In an interview following his
speech, Brown said federal
regulations "hamstring" the
coal industry.
- "There isn't anything • I can
do about the regulations,
except to ask- the federal
governmet to allow us to pass
legislation pertinent to
Kentucky," he said.
- According to Brown, federal
trip-mining laws are based
on experiences in Penn-
sylvania. "The situation in
Kentucky is entirely different





(APJ - Republican guber-
natorial nominee Louie a,
Nunn is again . urging his
Democratic rival, John Y.
Brown Jr., to make his income
tax records public, contending
_ could_ _"serve - the ••public
good."
Nunn's remark came during 
a news conference Monday at.
the home of Rep. Tim Lee
Carter, R-Tompkinsville.
The nominee contended that
release of the returns could
help clear up allegations about _
_ _
associates.
prown said on a televised
interview Sunday on "News
Conference" on WHAS
television in Louisville Lthat
he -would consider releasing
his returns if he felt it would
"serve the public good."
"Of course, it would serve
the public good," Nunn said,.
The former governor has
released his, own tax returns
for the 11 years since he
became governor.
"All other candidates have
done so, and the press seems
to- think that releasing. tax
returns serves thp public
good," Nunn said.
"It helps preserve con-
fidence in government, which
can be easily shaken by an
extremely wealthy can-
didate," he said.
Nunn said -Brown's tax
returns would show if he has
been as successful a
businessman as he claims,
and whether ,he has paid ,in-
come taxes every year.
It might also 'show the
business ventures tulta.lbair
involved in and the other
persons involved in them,
Nunn said.
"If Mr. Brown wants to
dispel the 'doubts which have
Wen --111§6tr tbouriltiff,--11C
-edilld d6 so by releasing his
full tax returns," Nunn said.
A spokesman said Nunn
would discuss some of the
same points in a news con-
ference today at his
headquarters in Louisville.
At the Tompkinsville news
conference, Carter said that
although he was recuperating
from open-heart surgery, he
was backing the Nunn-Rogers
ticket.
Carter said he was making
telephone calls and writing
letters to round up support for
Carter.
Road construction and
repair in the 5th District were
at an all-time high when Nunn
was governor, Carter said.




Gold Soars To Record $440 An Ounce
James A. iJim ) Rudolph, a
meniber of the agriculture
faculty at Murray State
University, has been awarded
a doctoral degree in
- agriculture. education and
animal science by- Oklahoma
State University at Stillwater.
Director of Murray State's
36-hour horsemanship
program, Rudolph is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Rialolph,
Route 4, Reidland. He recently
returned to tile Murray
campus after an. 18-month
leave of absence granted to
permit hint to pursue the
terminal degree at the
Oklahoma institution.
Rudolph earned . both his
undergraktiate and master's
degrees at Murray State, and
before corning to the campus
in 1973 to teach the hor-
semanship courses he taught
at Lone Oak and BreekTifridge
Countyhigh schools. -
Mrs. Rudolph is the former
Holly Rendleman of Lone Oak,
and is a graduate assistant in
the College of Business and
Public Affairs. They have two
children - Brian, 94 and
Shelley, 5 - and jive on alarm
between Stella and Kirksey in
Calloway County.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API (USDA) -
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 111012;
slaughter steers and heifers not fully
tasted; cows steady to fully 1.00 lower;
bulls needy; calveaesavlers untested,,
Ieeder steers under 500 lb 2.004.00 higher
with quality Improved Over previous day;
other I eeden steady; few good and ctioice
slaughter steers 910-1315 lb 64.2545.00;
slaughter cows commercial 42.5047.75;
utility 43.564600; several high dressing
utility 51 00-65.00; , cutter 43.0061.00; few
canner down to 39.00; slaughter bulls 1400-
1615 lb 64.0045.50; 10004525 lb 56.0042.50.
feeder 'steers oualisim frame No.1 few 245-
300 lb 107.00410.00; 350.400 lb 115.00.96.00.
400400 lb 77.0044.75, including small lot
504 lb 94.75; 625-700 lb including part!)
.1, fattened offerings 72.50.76.15; medium
No 2 450475 lb 70.0676.00; large frame
No.2 400-660 1b67 00-75.00, heders medium
No. 1325600 lb 67.00410.25; 540.700 lb 64.03-
011.75 medium No. 2 395460 lb 55.00.72.50;
stock cows medium No.1 3-6 years old 700-
950 lb 550041.00; 6-10 years old 45.004600
Hogs 700; barrows and gilts steady to
weak; 1-L210440 lb 37.5047.65; No.2 200
150 lb s7.0o-n 50, 2-3 230-260 lb 36.50-37 00 ,
Milli steady to 50 lower; 1-2356400 lb 31.00-
42.00; 400400 lb 32 0043.00., 500410 lb 33.00-
34.00; 3 354650 lb 30.563150; boars over
300 lb 33.0044.25
Sheep Z; represented classes steady;
few choice 90 lb slaughter lambs 60.00;
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LONDON ( AP ) - bold
soared to a record $440an
owice in London today and
;436 in Zurich. The dollar
dropped.
The lAndon jump of $26.75
from Monday's late price was
the biggest one-day rise seen
in the billion market here.
Market men described the
trading as frantic turmoil.
- One dealer predicted the
price will soon reach $500 an
ounce "because everyone
wantsto buy and no one wants
to sell.":
Gold also rose in Hong
Kong, jumping $24.86 to
$419.24 from $394.38 Monday.
Gold closed at $413.25 in
London Monday, $414.50 in
Zurich, and hit $419 in New
York before retreating to
$415.50.
It was the first time gold
closed above $400 on European
exchanges and a record
closing figure for New York
also. The price was $200 aft
ounce in July 1978 and closed
above $300 for the first tune
less than three months ago, on
July 18.
A trader at Samuel Montagu
in London said Arabs and
other inajor investors were
unloading shaky dollars to buy
gold. -What else can they do
with their dollars?" he asked.
"There's a lot of overseas
buying," said Franc
Schurnaci, a gold trader for
Marcus & Oa., at New York's
Commodity Exchange. "A lot
of the commodity pros are out
of the market. Eventually,
somebody's going to cdine in
and sell this gold, budolltbt
now it's going to the moon."
- The continued flight away
from the sagging dollar and
into commodities also pushed
other precious metals higher,
with platinum futures surging
$131 to an astounding $700 an
name et one point-on the New
York Mercantile Exchange.
Platinum for delivery this
month later eased but closed
on the exchange at $632.30, up
The price of silver leaped
$1.19 in London to a peak
$17.51 an ounce. It kept rising
in New York, with October
silver futures closing at $17.88,
up $1.48 on the day.
The dollar opensd at 225.10
yen in Tokyo today, up from
224.925 late Monday. It went to
225.15 about half an hour later,
see-sawed through the day
and closed at 224.875, just
slightly below Monday's
closing rate.
After closing at 223.45 yen
Friday, it climbed Monday to
225.20. Then the Bank of Japan
sold an estimated $400 million
to protect the yen, fearing
ageravated inflation that
tt ould puShimport prices up, ,
The dollar is improving in
Japan, in contrast to its
situation in- Europe, because
Japan is running an in-
creasing trade deficit and
because of expectations of
higher oil prices which will
have to be paid in dollars.
In New York, the dollar
climbed to 225.12 yen Monday,
compared to 224.75 Friday.-
"TM. dollar sank to its lowest
..level in 11 months againe the
West German mark Monday
and would have dropped
further had the Bundesbank
not mounted its biggest rescue
operation of the year. It
bought moW-thaif $87 million.
'The Swiss central bank and
the U.S. Federal Reserve also
did Some-buying tobolsteirthe
U.S. currency.
The dollar gained in London,
however. The pound sold for
$2.1903 Monday, down from
1220075 on Friday. The rate
dropped in New York from
$2.1990 Friday to $2.1974.
Stock Market
Prices of Mocks of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to The Mur-ray ledger & Tunes by First of
Michigan Corp., of Murray, are asfollows
,Industnal Average  +5.12
Air Products 334 +4
American Motors  . 7%umc
Ashland 3111% +Au
American Telephone 56% one
Bonanza 3%133%A
Chrysier  +%
Ford Motor 42'4 Ale
G.A.F. 10% -te
General Care 15% one
General Dynamics 464 +1
General Motors 63 +As
General Tire 13%- +%
Goodrich .. ....... . ... 23% unc
Hardees  14 +4
Heublein  27% -%
IBM . 66"s +4411
Jenco 19'B 20%A
K Mart    26 44
Pennwalt  33's +%
Quaker Oats. 26-1 Ats
?offal' 13% +%
Texaco 31% +44













SHAMPOO   11 OZ. 
$1 44
RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT STICK 2  5 OZ. 
$128
RIGHT GUARD
ROLL-ON 1  5 OZ. $1 28
TRAC II









WORLD SERIES BASEBALL GAME
foamy SHAVE CREAM
• REGULAR • ,EMON-LIME 11 OUNCES












Mails & Game Pieces
in T.V. GUIDE, SPORT
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
MAGAZINES
BRING THE GAME PIECE
TO OUR DISPLAYS
























SHAVING CARTRIDGES  9's'1 
98
ATRA sill(
SHAVING CARTRIDGES  5'S ,
THE DRY LOOK "PUMP"
HAIR SPRAY NON-AEROSOL  5 OZ. 
$1 28
THE DRY LOOK
HAIR SPRAY AEROSOL  501. 
$1 28
PRESTO MAGIX
DRY TRANSFER GAME 38c
Gillette
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The News In Brief
NATIONAL • -
NEW YORK (AP) — With
banners flying from the Bronx
to the Battery, with Yankee
Stadium's scoreboard flashing
• Welcome" and Shea's
• 'Shalom"' and with the
mayor promising a "bigger
and better" reception than the
pontiff got in Poland, New
York City opened its arms
today to Pope John Paul!!.
Frenzied preparations for
the polies 28-hour visit to the
city , were under way even
before his plane landed. in
Boston Monday at the start of





lists for two receptions and
Pope John Paul's major
speech to the General
Assembly.
Washington
WASHINGTON 4AP ) —
Congressional critics say
President Cartkrt'Caribbean
initiatives do not untie the
knot linking SALT II with the
Soviet brigade in Cuba.
. The president Monday
outlined various steps that will
be taken in response to the
situation and said he has
received Soviet assurances





Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you




Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
payments ready. If this is im-
possible tell them when to come
and collect.
Carter failed to keep his
pledge to change the status
quo by negotiating withdrawal
or dismantling of the brigade.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Carter ordered an
increased U.S. military
presence in the Caribbean
mainly to reassure
nations they are safe fruit'
Soviet-Cuban military threat,
say senior U.S. officials.
The officials, who asked not
to be named, said Monday
they still are not sure why the
Soviet Union gave combat
eqUipment and training to the
2,600-soldier brigade in Cuba.
But one official says existence
of the detachment "could
raise rehl questions in the




MEXICO CITY (AP) —
Citing U.S.., refusal to pay
Mexico for the salting of the
Mexicali Valley, • 'resident
Jose Lopez Portiilo says
Mexico "will pay nothings' for
the damage to the Texas coast
from the runaway Ixtoc I oil
well in the Gulf of' Mexico.
Saline water from the
Colorado River caused salt
beds to form years again the
Mexicali Valley below the
California and Arizona bor-
ders, • making crop lands
virtually useless.
Lopez Portillo spoke
Monday ,to an estimated
100.000 Mexicans in downtown
Mexico City on his return from
the 'United States and
Panama. He met in
Washington last week with-
President Carter.
Contributions Needed
Thunderheads And Snow Force
Ballooners To Cut Flight Short
SPEFICERVILLE, Ohio TransAmerica's flight overtaking the balloon as it
(AP) — Thunderheads and command post in Bedford said crossed into Ohio with thun-
snow caused the crew of the it was believed the balloon had derheads as high as 40,000-. _
• .• , • , , hoping to reach
first transcontinental balloon the East Coast somewhere in
Virginia, had dipped lower to
the ground to try to ecape the
front.
The DaVinci was at about
16,000 feet, with snow falling,
said Birch. "And the weigigt-of
snow started bringing the
whole thing down. We started
ballasting and took ourselves
back up and realized the fact
nothing to get
flight at around midnight
Monday.
The four crelmembers
were taken to St. Rita's
Medical Center in nearby
Lima where Vera Simons, the
only woman aboard, was
admitted for treatment of a
broken -leg. Hospital officials
said she was the only one
treated for injuries. She was
listed in fair condition.
The - crew descended near
this western Ohio city inside
the 100-fuot high balloon's
gondola.
The crevmiembers, in ad-
dition to Ms, Simons of
McLean, Va., were Fred
Hyde, an eye surgeon from
Prairie Vllage, Kan.; Rudolph




M. Reese said two of the other
crewmembers went back to
the landing site after leaving
the hospital.
The balloon had lifted off -
Wednesday from Tillamook,
Ore.
"Everyone is fine. One of
the people here spoke with One
of the crew members," said
Lesley Edwards of Weather
Service Corp. of Bedford,
Mass._
"He (the crew member)
walked to a farmhouse to call
us (at 1:04 a.m. EDT) —about
an hour after the crew decided
"It wasn't a case of
anything being wrong," said
Birch. It was a case of the
weather having closed in
around us."
Birch said they had been
having weather problems all
day. Federal Aviation
Administration officials in
Ohio and Indiana said a fast
moving Cold front was that we had
ourselves back down again
other than emptying the
helium out of the balloon.
"We got within 1,000 feet ( of
the ground) and the thunder
and lightning became very •
heavy," he said. "It was
obvious we had to set down."
Birch said the landing "waS
quite smooth in comparison Co
what it could have been."
Birch added that the crew
plans to take the balloon back
to the West Coast and start the
trip over. No timetable has
been set yet for the second try,
he said.
For Hopkinsville to land.
Bible School'
Contributions are _being
taken for  the Hopkinsville
School of the Bible, according
to Rev. W.H. Hornbuckle.
Hornbuckle said anyone
wishing to contribute items




The Pillsbury Company is now
operating the grain elevator at the Port of
Murray and looking forward to doing
business in this area.
We would like to invite everyone to
come by and get acquainted with our
manager Steve Smee.
We also extend a special invitation for




We Need And Appreciate Your Business
"He was mostly just trying.
to say 'Hey, get in touch with








(Beside of Dunn Furniture)
We will be closed all day








:}1 alf-pound of ground $305
beef with an onion rincL
crispy french fries.
served with tossed salad or
cole slaw, roll and butter.
5c for 8 oz. glass of Coca-Cola with entree or sandwich.
Offer expires October 7, 1979




Celebrating SO Years of Good Food
•
011















Murray Head Start Salutes International Year Of The Child
Trish Ann Bandarra, Demetria Martin, Donnie Thomas, Renee Hornbuckle and Maurice Thomas-en-
joy play time under the supervision of Walter Payne, a Murray High student participating in the World
of Work program.
r
MarquetteTesler andDotilifeTheduit participate-in indoor aetivities duffee'choice time.
Marian Gentile, Marquette Foster and Renee Hornbuckli
enjoy the outdoor play equipment at the Early Childhood






of the Child 1979
Special thanks to Tim
WiioA and Charles Cella,
Murray Middle School
students. anijthe Murray City
Schools Gifted and Talented





Hide and Go Seek — Chris Allen and Quintina Ballard.




For Making Our 1st Year At Our New Location Such A
Great & Successful Year.
Come Out And See Our New 1980 Jeeps & AMC Cars
We Have A Large Selection Of Jeeps In Stock Now
JEEP TRUCK CJ-5 & CJ-7 CHEROKEE WAGONEER












small cars that don't take a






All the 1980 AMC vehicles include
ZIEBARTI FACTORY RUST PROTECTION,
the exclusive AMC Buyer Protection Plan'
and full five-year No Rust Th ru VVerrantyTk4
II AMC JeepCain's AMC, Jeep, Inc.
641 North Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-6448
'11
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Retired Murray Minister Has Memories
Ry KERRY CRAIG
It has been 12 years Since an
Jutornobile accident forced
Henry McKenzie's retirement
from the pulpit of the First
Presbyterian Church in this
western Kentucky com-
munity.
He is bedridded much of the
time now and seldom leaves
his roomy brick house which is
..warm with memories of years
in the ministry.
But failing health hasn't
dimmed the faith of this small,
slender man With -sparkling
blue eyes and a deep, resonant
voice that must have kept
even - the soundest Sunday
service sleepers wide awake,
Rev. McKenzie, born in a
small Scottish village 81 years
ago, Stilt speakS -Cif the
"sovereignty of 'God" - a
fundamental of the United
Presbyterian Church in this






































































But he also talks of Ralph
Waldo Emerson and Thomas
Carlyle, who influenced • his
ministry almost as mirch as
the scriptures:
"I admire Emerson for his














48 Seed coating 53 Three: Prefix
50 Canine, 55 Born
51 Anger 56 Greek letter
52 Deposit 59 Digraph





























I TAINK WE'RE MAKING
PROGRESS, MARCIE..I THINK














DOES IT BOTHER GEE, NO.
Y04,1 TO HAVE I KINDA









fellow men." said Rev.
McKenzie. "I admire Carlyle
for his love of humanity."
E.rnersonian principles also
rubbed off on the late Rev.
Hillis . McKenzie, a
Presbyterian minister like his
father. "Sometimes our son
would sign his name Hillis
Spilman Emerson McKenzie,
-but that -Emerson he added
himself," recalled Dorothy
Biirke McKenzie, Rev.
McKenzie's wife of 51 years.
The couple was married in
El Paso;- Tex.. on March 28,
1928, and moved to Arizona
where Rev. McKenzie,
pastored in dusty, rough-hewn
copper mining towns.
- They were communities in
which, even_ in the late 1920s,
.men lived and died by the gun.
Rev:- McKenzie remembers
preachint a funeral for two
miners- who shot -each other
over the love of a woman.
-She -came in and kissed
both of- thein in their Coffins
before the service," said Mrs.
Mckenzie.
After holding pastorships in
several states, Rev. McKenzie
'Carrie 16 !viurra),-1'n 1960, "We
came here for the college,"
explained Rev. -!Strkenie.
always considered myself a
college man more than a
church man."
-He also considers . himself
more of a preacher than a
pastor. "He enjoyed
preaching so much," Mrs.
Mckenzie' said with an af-
fectionate smile aimed toward
her husband. "Many's the
time . we'd come home after
church and-before could get
Sunday dinner an the table,
he'd be starting to work on
another sermon." •
Located or. the 'edge of the
Murray State University
campus, the small, red-brick
First Presbytetian. Church
attracts its share of students.
During Rev. Mckenzie's
tenure  _it was called the
Cellege_Presbyterian Church.
Rev. McKenzie is proud of
the fact that throughout the
1960s - troubled times in
which church attendanee
declined among youths, many
of them disillusioned overthe
Vietnam conflict - he kept
pews filled with College men
and women.
"I emphasized that the
fatherhood Of -God means the
brotherhood----of _ man," said,
R v. McKenzie who, since his
._reirement. has been honored.
SPORTS REALLtf DON'T
INTEREST ME, SIR, 50
WHAT 00 I CARE?
DON'T YOU MIND • Xv GEE, NO.
THE CONSTANT r KINDA
F'RESSURE OF GU ys LIKE IT
WANTING DATES?





?THEN, WHY ARE ER 57oRm
WE FLYING E,.457 WARP.
NORTH INSTEAD WERE FLYING




by the church as its pastor
emeritus.
The aims of the :church
under his pastorship are
outlined In a 1965 sermon




stand in this rapidly changing
community and to my
knowledge the only church
accepting the results of
literary and historical
criticism of the Bible: that
science is a further revelation
of God's ways and works: a
"church that endeavors_to
bring ethical justice. in our
social and economic in-
stitutions and to keep the
church Christocentric."
Twenty other of Rev..,
MCKenzie's most memorable
sermons were collected and
published in , 1970 in a little
book entitled "Fundanifentals
the Church Needs." He ex-
plains the purpose of the book
on its dust jacket: "Our age
may. be described with one
word, Revolution,, The im-
peratives put ' upon the
014[0, if it is to remain
relevant, are demands for re-
eaarnination - and rein-
terpretation."
Further Revision Asked
In Marijuana Bill Draft
FRAN-KFORT - Further
revision on a bill draft relating
to marijuana possession, sale
and' -manufaaure has been
requested by the Sub-
committee on Drag Abuse.
•. Members Of the Health and
Welfare subcommittee asked
the Legislative' Research
Commission staff to revise the
bill draft to include changes
made following discussion
during a recent meeting.
The bill draft originally
proposed graduated penalties
for possession based on these
amounts:- less-than 30 grams:
30- grams,..to 50 pounds and
More than -50 'pounds. One
draft- change would include
two more categories, 30 grams
to five pounds and five to 50
pounds. _
Additional bill draft changes
would set a graduated penalty
scale for raerijuana sale and
manufacturing: The new
revision _would also remove
-first offense" provisions for
those- ceriviefed
manufacturing or selling,
more than 30 grams.
-The hill draft-ninder studs
today, includes a provision
requiring those convicted of
offenses other than possession
to terve at least one-third of
their sentence. The per-
centage may change following
release of findings froni
state Special Commission on
Sentencing and Release of
Criminal Offenders.
Subcommittee members let
stand bill draft sections
eliminating__ __the _ .!-*intent __to
sell" offense. Intent to sell was














possession scale, persons inth
- large amounts of marijuana
could already receive stiff
penalties.
Also remaining the same is
a bill draft section which
would make selling drugs.to a
minor or using.a minor in drugp
trafficking a Class D felony,
which carries a penalty of One
to five years or -a $3,000. tio
$5,000 fine.
Currently state law levies-
_the same penalty for
marijuana possessors
regardless of-amount: .con-
finement in the county jail for
not more than 90 clays.or a fine .
of not more than $250.
Anyone manufacturing,
selling or possessing with
intent tO" sell can be confined
for the first- offense m the
‘-ounty jail for no more than a
year or fined no more than
WO, or bOth. Subsequent.
offenses can result in con-
finement in the penitentiary
Tor one to Year's, a fine of
$3.000-5,000 or both.
In other business, the
suhcnmn1ittep  p stpdhed 
'action an a resolution calling
for additional residential
treatment facilities for drug
abusers. The Department for
Human Resources will be,
contacted - concerning'
faciTiffel. Kay available Mitts
funding requirements.
House Leader To
Be Main Speaker At
Governor's Breakfast
FRANKFORT - U. S.
House Majority Leader Jim
Wright of Ft. Worth, Texas,
will be the main speaker at the
seventh annual 'Governor's
Leadership Prayer Breakfast
on Oct. 8 in -the Frankfort
Sports and Convention Center.
The breakfast begins at 8:30
arm
Gov.- Julian Carroll will
participate in the program,
which more than 600 civic,
. business labor and religious
leaders are expected to -at-
tend. ^
Among those participating
in the program are Sen
Walter Huddleston, Kentuck.
Farm Bureau Federation
President Ray Mackey, and
state Rep. Herman Ratliff (R-
Campbellsville ), Nettie Alice
Green, United Methodist
laywoman and Frank Rankin
of the Kentucky Heritage
CdkuniSsion.
Dr. Duke McCall, president
of the Southern Baptist
Theological' Seminary in
Louisville, will preside at the
nondenominational, non-
partisan breakfast, Which is
modeled after the National
Prayer Breakfast held for
more than 25 years in
Washingten, D.C. -- •
The featured speaker,
Congressman Wright, was
selected to Congress at age 31
and is serving his 12th con-
- W1410-1 COULD secutive term. In 1916, after
MEAN ONLY ONE serving three years as Deputy
filefrincratiCHhig,Wrjchttas
elected Majority_ Leader of the
House.
Performing at the breakfast
will be the Kentucky State
Choir, directed_ by Moses
Telford and the Kentucky
Brass Ensemble under the
direction of Leon Richard.
AMERICAN ART
NEW YORK (AP) -
"Tradition and Modernism in
American Art 1900-1930," an
exhibition of more than 225
paintings, sculptures,
watercolors, drawings and
prints, is on view at the
Whitney Museum of American
Art through Nov. 11.
The museum says the show
forms the largest exhibition
ever assembled of works in its'





One ( 1 ) 1958 ,Chevy
Dump Truck S/N
588115426, as is where
is, for cash to the
highest bidder at 1
p.m. October 16, 1979,
by the Calloway Coun-
ty Sheriff Max E. Mor-




Aleta Beane Is now employed
at the Murray Salon, Chestnut
Street. She invites her Wends
to can 753-3142 for ad AP-
pOintment, each week day. TX-
cept Wednesday
BIBLE CALL





listed here is a ready
ref•renc• that will quickly
hiplp you loco,* th•




3. Cord of Thanks
4. in Memory






13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy










, 25. Business Services
26. TV•Radto
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Horne Rents
29. Hstating-Cooling
30. Business Recital
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34.. Houses For Rent
33. Farms For Rent





4/. Public Sale -
42. Horne loans
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sal•
4.5. Farms For Sole






32. Boats and Motors
53. -Services Offered
34. For Trade








, 12th & Poplar
753-1227
1.• HIT PARK I;siG!
Country Way Cafe, 1215 (Past
Cherry Corner). Kentucky lake
Fiddlers: Shrimp Baskets (21):
Liver Baskets; Gplden Fried
Chicken. Call for carry out ser-
vice. 753-9163.
Hebrews 10:25: -Not forsaking
the assembling of ourselves
together, as the manner of
some is: but exhorting one
another: and so mud) the
more, as ye see the day au':
proachiqg " Sabbath worship
service, Saturday's 5 pm 01 6
pm. Bible study, 6 ta 7 and 7
til 8 evenings. Study by phone
anytime. _Free Store for the
- needy. All donations ap-
preciated. Anyone having need
or would like Bible information
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Store, 759-4600
There must be a





Rediater end Heeler Service.
9/o else install auto glass.
753-1751









The Murray Ledger &
-Times Office, 103 N".
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays. _






At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business





business ,office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers










Atudigach_ele_n trig Qf .
time hy_nhone. _Free • -Store-tot
the needy, all donations ap-







5. Los- t and Found
lost White male Spa/ in
vicinity of Murray Lumber.
Saturday Reward' Call 492-
8806 
6. Help Wanted 
Babysitter needed, n days a
week, prefer in my home Must
have references Call 435-
4150
Clean-up and lube man Apply
in person. Jim Fain Motors.
Sycamore Street
Hel i w nted Part- ime, workers
from 7, hi 5 pm, W.M. Avery
- lumber 'Co., Box 95, Phryear.
TN. 901-247-3161.
Management trainees, needed
for growing fast food operation.
Excellent opportunity for per-
sons looking for advancement
at bettering their future Posi-
tions open in Murray. Mayfield,
and other locations throughout
the southeast. An equal oppor-
tunity employer If inTerested
call Ms. Englebert at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, for apjioint-
merit. 1-800-633-5912 --
Needed truck driver. Apply in
person at College Cleaners,
1411 Olive Blvd
Wanted Mechanic' -Apply in
person at Paschall Truck Lines
































heed someone to help care for









hat. an opening in its
central Control
I abratory for a
degreed chemist.
Labratory and in-












Send resume to P.O.
Box 32Q. Murray, Ken-
tucky 42071
9. Situation Wanted
Person interested, in challeng-
ing lob in law office Must have
typing shorthand (or speed-
writing? and bookkeeping ex-
perience full time position
Send resume to P 0 Box 32 R
Murray KY
1.  815.Qpportuniq
Cleanup shop 3060. and con-
tents at reduced price' 16
Mites east - ot Murray 011
Highway 94 Call 474-2335
after 6 pm
11. fristructiods
Piano instructer will give
private piano lessons to adults
and children BS degree in
music and 6 years experience
• in teaching Phone 753-6090
19 Wm-motor home camper
Will trade „tor mobile home
Call 753-6133
Will, trade ruce country home
located near Murphey s pond
en i Highway 307 for acreage
#1,-S4458 0
Buy
Wanted to buy standing
timber- toe prices paid 489
2334 ' t
Want to buy 1976 or 1977 Dat
sun or Toyota hatchback Call
753-6160
15. Articles For Sale
Lock sets polished brass or an-
tique brass, key in knob 'sets.
$7.99, Passage. $3 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris. -
HELP WANTED
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR DRAFT-
SMEN IN OUR CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN--AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN
DEPARTMENTS. EXPERIENCE NOT
REQUIRED, BUT PREFERRED. APP-
LY IN PERSON AT LINGL CORPORA-
-TION, NY 54 WEST PARIS, TN. EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
WANTED
Speech and Language Pathologist. Political super-
visor of Undergraduate and Graduate students_ in
University clinic. immediate opening.
Position requires: .
Master Degree and certificate of clinical computonce.
Prefer additional background in speech disabilities or
rtoding. Salary S1 2,000 to 51 5,000 for 12 months.
Send credentials to Clinic Coordinator', Special Educa-
. flan Department Murray State University, Murray, Ky
42071. Coll 502-762-446. Murray State University is
an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Employ • r. •
-a...terms
































UTILE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
IS:Articles For Sale 
For sale two 15- A 8,2- unilug
rocket mags. twe P215-75R15
glass belted radial snow tire
almost new, two G60-14 Scat
Trac white letter tires, two P.:
inch ET mag wheels with like
new G70 Hercules Honcho
tires, like new, four GR7015
steel belted Goodyear tire
mounted on Gran Prix factory
Rally wheels, four Pontiac far.
tory Rally wheels for full size
car, side pipes for Corvette
Phone 753-7393
for sale All kinds of Greetini,
Cards. including large ship
ment of Christmas cards See
at 1624 ()live or call 753-171?
after 4 pm.
William Allen sofa and chairs,
Stanley bedroom suite with
4ueen size mattress set Alsc
ladies diamond Longines wat
i:h Call 753-2420 after 5 pm
16. Home Furnishings
Baby bed for sale_ Call 435
4327
Stainless steel sinks double
compartment. 4 hole self rim
ming, $29.99. $3999. arc
$49 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
Three year old baby bed. like
.7riew, walnut finish Call 759-
1792.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop
642-829 We buy sell and
trade
19. Farm Equipment
for sale good rubber tired
wagon Call 435-4128
For sale 660 Case comtupe
10 bean head. 2 row corn
head, combine in A-1 - condi
ton. Ph5ne 492-8523
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped in-
cluding monitor. John Deere
21 disc. John Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor.
13 John Deere chisel plow:
John Deere 6 row cultivator,
John • Deere 15* harrow, John
Deere 6x16 plow John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
year old and in brand new con-
dition Phone 489-2141
Papec-feed grinder and mixer
-71essc.- - than-. ::pounds
ground. Call 521-1315 or 414-
8854
Tractor batteries. 6 or If volt.
3EH or 30H, 2 year guarantee.
your choice. 549.99 Exchange
Wallin Hardware, Pans.
VAC Case tractor, 3 point hitch.
new back tires. $800, new
Ward's post-hold digger $300.
Sears spreader seeder. 3
bushel, $100. 6 ft. Tandum
Ford disk, $200. Call 436-5536
after 4 pm.
Wheelbarrows, $19 99, $29.99.


















100 South 13th Street
Murray, Kontucky 42071
Phone 753-3914
24. Miscellaneous  
Free-standing wood stove with




Carborator end Tommy Service,
Complete Aline lapse
753-1751




Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 492-
Wanted Responsible person to
take ..up payment on 19" color
t v warranted Also a used 25'
color t v Claytons-J & B Music,
open til 6 pm 753-7575
24. Miscellaneous
All fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 6-x30-. $18.99, 8-x30-.
$29 99 Installation kit
$21.99. $41 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Aluminum extension ladders
14- 52888. 16'. $31 88. 20'.
$45 99: 28'. $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Bath tubs. 5 ft. steel white.
$64 99. Colors. $69.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris.
CoMplete electric hospital bed
excellent condition, $300 Call
1 527 7026 
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch for the following bar sizes
16 51025.20 $1199.
24 $14 99 Wallin Hardware
Pans_ . •
firewood for` sale Call 753-
8170 
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick.
we will deliver " 753-6107 
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener. Sli-a*Pens-Yoik chain
like a pro $11 99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Mobile home roof coating. 5
gallon pail. 57 99 Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris -
22. Musical •-•*---159. 559 99 Wallin Hardware.
Piano $100. Call 753-2286 
Paris
after 4 pm. Wood
Over 800 rods of wallpaper in
stock at Sherwin Williams.
Southsiche.Strapping Center.
Save 90 per -cent on resale and
consignment clothing for the
whole family, at the Answer.
1401 Main St., Benton, KY
Open 6 days, 10 fit 5 pm. .
Skil saws All with 1k4" cutting
blade. model 553. $29 99:
ode I 574 $34 99 model





in Paris, Tennessee, is accepting
applications each day at the plant
guard house. Permanent jobs are
now available. Applicant must be
willing to work any shift. Ex-
cellent benefits and pay.
An Equal Opportunity Employer






Don Kilcoyne owner of the University Barber
Shop, would like to take this opportunity to
thank each and everyone of his Customers for
their patronage.
Don invites you to come by for precleton hair
cutting and styling.
Acid evictors shampoos ond conditioners SO\ oil with Phis e
d good enrol













AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Call 753-6531 ask for
Sarah
27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale 2 bedroom.. bath,
12x55 mobile home. Furnish-
ed. Possibly left on the acre of
land rent free. $5500. Phone
753-7882 or 1-458-8350 after
5 pm.
For sale' 1970 Monarch,
12x44. gas furnace, partially
furnished, priced at $2600.
Call 436-2439. 
1975 Mobile home, 12x50, all
electric, central heat and air,
unfurnished. underpinned, sh-
ed t.v. antenna. porch. $5100.
1S3-?&38afteum.- -
1,975 Park Villa, 12252, air
conditioner and furniture goes.
Already set up. $4600. 436-
5536. 
12260 Two bedroom, all carpet
except kitchen. -central au. gas
heat, partially furnished. Call
382-2713. 
29. Heating-Cooling 
Electric heaters, 400 watt, 4
stack. $35.99. Wallin Hard-
ware. Pans.
Wood heater, automatic,
deluxe cabinet, brick lined,
cast iron grates and doors. 24"
fire box, $199.99. Two speed
automatic blower, $49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
31. Want To Rent 
Married couple would like to
rent apartment or duplex. 759-
1720. 
Three bedroom house, any
school district, will do repair.
Call 753-7543 or 492-8570. 
Would like to rent 2 bedroom
house in Murray. Call 753-
0343. 
Would like to rent 3 or 4
bedroom house in Murray area.
On. Heyman. 753 664-2 or 901
247-3992. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
furnished one bedroom .apart-
ment close to University. Call
753-1418 after 4 pm.
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex
apartment in Murray. 492-
8225.
Nice two bedroom apartment.
641 South. Best references on-
ly. 492-8634. 
One -bedroom apartment for
rent. Lynn Grove, $80 per mon-
th. stove and refrigerator fur-
nished. Kenton Miller, 753-
7814.
Small furnished apartment,
ideal location for:,college stu-
dent. Calf 753-5913. 
33. Rooms for Rent 
Rooms for rent, one block from'
University, $70 per month.
753-1812 or 759-4909.
-34. Houses-For-Rent 
Three bedroom. 2 bath country
home, 5 miles out of Murray.
No singles, no pets. Christian
couple preferred. 753-1281
between 6:30 pm and 830
pm. 













tv, • e 10 1111v,, • e"..4 1!
isor -sail"' •
111111111 /11A
The people are more concerned about who-
might be president than who is president."






Ideal for storing house full of
furniture, cars, antiques,
business overflows, etc
Phone 753-7618 after 500





months old, $50. 753-8744.
One female tegistered
Bloodhound and -3 registered





Call 753-9686 after 6
/ 
Two Beagle puppies, 5 months
old. Also and Ithaca SKB oven
and under shotgun, .12 gauge,
3 inch magnum, must sell.
436-2805. 
40:Produce 
Sweet potatoes, Centennial, for
sale- $6 per bushel.. ½. mile off
highway 94 at Pilot Oak, sign







1111U1potTalil  , C1011111,
INNIS Telt CAMPS STOVI & Mal
MOIL
Four party sale, one of the
largest yard sales in Calloway
County. Antique round oak din-
ing table, end tables with
leather inset, drum table to
match, Wrio china cabinet,
round - walnut coffee table,
walnut end table, small drum
table. medium size drum table,
medium size square oak table
with glass rollers, 3 piece
maple bedroom suite with mat-
tress and box springs. 6 drawer
white chest, end tables, almost
new hide-a-bed soafa, 40"
green range in good conidition,
2 dinette sets in excellentcon-
dition. Kenmore washer, large
oval braided rug, child's organ,
dishes (some antique). pots
and pans, picture ' harries,
many, many more items too
numerous to mention. There
will be new items added every
day. Starting .Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. October 4th,
5th. and 6th, from 9 AM til-
dark. Take 94 fast to highway
280 (Pottertown Road), approx-
imately 6 miles on 280, house
on right, sign in yard.
Yard sale at 1105 Johnson.
Household items, clothes,. toys.
Saturday from 7 til 5. 
43. Real Estate 
Bachelor or Bachelorette pad
located in Panorama Shores. 1
bedroom, ideal for single per-
son. Included 'is stove,
refrigerator, bed, table and
-chairs: -and-cortiains:- Crael-be-
beat for $8,400. Shroat-







  105 N 12th
KING SIZED
FAMILY HOME
Need a big home on a
quiet street i.vith some
shade? See this new 4
bedroom, 3 bath home









Three bedroom, B. V.
and' frame home.






Elec. heat. All new
wiring and plumbing.
A terrific buy at
$23,900.
Call 753-8080
Assumable VA loan on this very
nice home in Lalieway Shores
2 bedrooms, bath, living room
kitchen. washe' and dryer
hookup, patio with gas grill.
Priced at only $11,500.'Shroat
Waldrop Real Estate 759-1707.
A real cream puff...One of
those hard to find 4 bedroom
homes loaded with extras and
perfectly charming. Unique kit-
chen with island and built-ins.
Owner will consider trade in
town. To see this one cal 753-
1492...Offered by Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors. 
Brand new 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
built-in appliances, city water
and sewer., nice size lot. Call












home on large lot just






for an appointment to
view this choice
property. Priced in the
70's.
For sale: cleanup and body
shop, Stadium View Drive. Call
Purdom & Thurthan 753-4451.
For sale: 28230 shop and walk-
in basement, both'on 51,7
acres, 3 miles south of city.
Call 615-232-6943. 
Just a little redecorating can
make this little house a great
home! 3 bedroom, story
frame conveniently
locafed...Priced so that anyone
can afford it...$12,500...Call
753-1492 for an appointment
today...Offered by Century 21.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Large shaded let is the perfect
setting for this 3 bedroom. 2
story home with walk-out patio
from cozy den, plus lots of
room for entertaining in the
formal living room and dining
room. Acreage available, in-
cluding barn. Located in
southwest part of county. Best
buy on the market. Call Spann
Realty Associates. 153-1724.
Residential building lots
Westwood Subdivision-, t city
water and sewer. Priced from
$3000 to $5000. Call Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451. 
Save $3,500...Owner anxious to
sell!! This home is almost
maintenance free...Beautifully
paneled inside and brick out-
side. Large lot with fenced
backyard; convenient kitchen
that has it all...All the best of
less. Call 753-1492.Of feted by








included and is priced






392 N. 12Ik Si.
43. Real Estate  50. Used Trucks 53. Services Offered
Three bedroom, PI baths, liv-
mg room, kitchen and den, city
water and sewer, single garage
with .,concrete - drive in
Westwood Subdivision. For
more information call Purdom
& Thurman. 753-4451
46. Homes For Sale
For sale by owner. Three
bedroom brick with chain link
fence, 12x30 patio. concrete
drive, pantry. Utility, city school
district. Low utility bills. Good
subdivision for retiring couple
or young family. 532.000. Call
753-1702 after 5 pm.
House for sale by owner: 3
bedroom, • family room, formal
dining room, fireplace, natural
gas, double lot. Only 15
minutes from campus. 753-
3461 or 1-443-9628. 
" 47. Motorcycles 
CB 360 T Honda, 1976, in good
condition, $650. 753-5677. 
48. Auto. Services 
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $29.99, ex:
change. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp, $39.99. exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
Motor for 1971 Pontiac, 350, 2
barrel. completely overhauled.
$350. Call 489-2510
Extras, extras. and extras in
this permanent • home in
Lakeway Shores New MICtO
oven, side by side refrigerator-
freezer with ice maker, washer
and dryer, 3 window unit air
conditioners, t u antenna and
more in this basement home
for only $37 500. Shroat-
Waldrop Real Estate, 759-
1107. -
Excellent investment, house
and 21/2 acres with 2 yental cot-
tages, each with kitchen and
bath facilities. Over 1000 ft. of
highway frontage close.to Ken-
tucky lake Completely
remodeled insiae and out. Call
James- Gree-ri- at Spann Realty
Associates, 753-1724.
Purdom & Thurman







A local manufacturing concern has im-
mediate openings for Production Super-
visory Personnel, with experience in
machining and/or assembly operation.
This is a growing company offering out-
standing fringe benefits and salary. Send
confidential resume and salary
requirements to: Industrial Relations
Manager, P.O. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242.
An Equal Opportunity Employer




Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
den with fireplace. fenced -in
yard. city school district. Call
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
Tired of a busy city? Come see
this lovely 3 bedroom. 2 bath
home with lots of fresh country
air! Plus a 24 x 24 family room
with built-in cabinets and book
shelves.. More details - are







to purchase your own





bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kit-
chen, attached 2 car
garage and several
unique features which
do provide an unusual
home buying op-
portunity. Priced in
upper PM's. Call Kop- -
perud Realty 753-1222
for all the information.
 elk
Two bedroom hide-a-way, large
shady lot - place of peace and
quiet. Only $7,500. Call Helen








209 S. 7th Street
49. Used Cars
By owner: 1971 Chevy, air and
power; 1972 Olds convertible,
air and power; 1913 Buick sta-
tionwagon. Phone 753-6760
after 6 pm. 
1976 Cutlass Salon, all extras,
53250. 753-9759 of .153-6725
after 6 pm. 
1968 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door,
327 engine, $400. Call 436-
5536 after 4 pm.
For sale: 1974 white Monte
Carlo, low mileage; 753-2810.
For sale: 1973 Datsun, 30 plus
mpg, $700. Call 759-1890. 
1977 Grand Prix. LJ, 36,000 ac-
tual miles. fully loaded, $4150.
Call 753-9710. 
1979 Honda Accord LX, 5-
speed, factory air, power steer-
ing. 56,900. Call 753-2266. 
1971 Lemans. Call between 4
and 6 pm. 753-2801. 
Reduced for quack sale, $1950.
1974 Chevy Caprice, 4-door, all
power, extra clean, good condi-
tion, ;one owner. 153-1266 or
•753-3493. 
1973 Thunderbird. has all the
extras plus a new set of tires.
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217. 
1971 VW Squarcback, ex
cellent condition, good tires,
$1350. Call 759-4607 'after 5
pm.
Want to buy: 1976, or 1911 Dot-
stin 'or Toyota hatchback. Call
753-6760. • 
50. Used Trucks 
By owner: 1978 Chevrolet
Beauville van. 8 passenger, air.
power, 16,000 miles. loaded
753-6760 after 5 pm. 
1971 Chevrolet two-ton truck.
low mileage with or without
cattle bed. 527-1315 or 474-
8854. 
1972 Ford pickup, new
overhaul transmission. Call
492-8534.
For sale or trade: 1918 Luv
pickup, 7300 miles, good con-
dition. Call Monday through
Friday after 6 pm, all day on
Saturday and Sunday. Phone
_7594501. . 
1978 Silverado, Chevy pickup
with 21,000 miles, red and
white. Call 753-4545 or 753-
6763 
1918 Suzuki PE-115 dirt bike.
$550. Also a 1918 Silverado
Chevrolet pickup, power S.B.-,
A W., tilt wheel, new tires. AM-
FM. 3/4 ton. Silver color, price
$5600. Phone 492-8425. 





repair- on all brand S Winter
storage available Hitches,
parts. and accessories White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray. KY. 753-0605.
Overhead Gamper for long
wheel base truck in good con
chtion $600 Call 492-8515
Free air conditioner with pur-
chase of a new 1979 Prowler
Monitor travel trailer Ar-
rowhead Camper Sales.
Highway 80 East. Mayfield, KY
247-8187. 
For sale: travel trailer, 1914
Avion, model 26. in good condi-
tion. Call 753-6134.
52. Boats and Motors 
FOR SALE
6001 15' ask= mashmt,
ail 85 II.p. Nucor, albserd,
cams c.OsIs with bide,
muss lop, skis. ski rope, and
3111. jackals. CAA 153-1916,
ask fir Kum, Wynn 7 am.
& 3 sig. 12.600.
For sale: 1977 16 ft. Hydra-
Sport bass boat with 1977 150
hp Mercury motor. Call .489-
2195 after 5 pm. 
53. Services Offered 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895. 
Bess's Mobile Plant Care Ser-
vice. Watering, fertilizing, pest
control, trouble shooting,
repotting,. propagation. Regular
visits. Call 492-8857 or---436-
2667. 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2114Carpet cleaning, free
estimates, satisfied references, •
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-




"rent sad alignmeat, frame
service, tire balancing, we
service large tracks.
753-1751
209 S. 7th Street
Concrete and block work. Block
garages: basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, frEe
estimates. 753-5476. 
Complete tax and bookke g
services. Phone David Kelleriat
753-8918. 
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs. 
For your home alterations,
repair, 'and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial,
call 753-6123. 
For hire with operator: case
backhoe, light bulldozer, light
crane, 45' boom,, aerial bucket
truck, 28'. Reasonable rates. 7






Can t get , those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, pain-.
ting, plumbing. aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
Os. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality




Rt. 6, lox 154,
Murray, Ky.
753-9507
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates. 
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 atter 4 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Ken's Lawnmower and chain-
saw repair. 718 South 4th. Fast
service. 753-7400.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, will do plumbing,




rates. Call Ernest White, 753-
0605. 
Paper hanging and interior








Termites. You spend thousands
of dollars_ for _a_hometut never 
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
fire. Have your home treated
now! 753-3914, Kelley's Ter-
mite. Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray. KY. Over
3.3 years experience. Home
owned.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan- Construction Co.,
Route 2. Box. 409A, Paducah,...
KY 42001-, or call day or night.
1-442-7026. 
Will lay carpet. Free estimates.
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm. 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545. , 
Will do odd lobs: carpentry,
roofing, etc.. Call 753-5648. 
57. Wanted 
Wanted. 1955 or 1957
Chevrolet, 2-door hardtop body. -
Would consider complete car.




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.




NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'





Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of -
fkes, cottages, mobilo home .d-ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
- x 60. Bay the beat for less.
, CLOUD RON 111. S P.M TN. Sc. IP
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
AUCTION SALE
Thursday, October 4th at 1 p.m. One mile east off
Highway 69, tans oiso mile south of KY iine.Watch for
MmHg' Signs.
Will be selling:
Washer and dryer, chest freezer, 2 ft. Ashley
heater, 110 and 220 electric heaters, electric fen-
cers, desk, recliner, porch swing, air tank, shovels,
hoe's, axe's, cultipacker, John Deere two row plan-
ter, three 16" flat bottom two row cultivator,
Manure spreader, 6' blade, 20' elevator, iron fence
post, tool chest, 18,000 watt power unit With switch
box, lots more items.
Floyd Miller, owner
Shorty McBride 0247, Auctioneer
Mr. Miller has sold his farm and is moving to
Florida.




Dies At Her Home;
Rites Are Today
Michelle Amber) Holton,
little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Bolton of 1553 Oxford
Orive. Murray, died Monda•
morning at the home. The
baby was born July 21, 1979, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. -
Survivors are her parents.
Mike and Vicky Roberts
Holton. one _sister, Victoria
Ann Holton, and her twin
brother. Michael A. Holton, all
'at home: her • grandparents,
MT. and Mrs. Henry Holton,
Murray. and Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Roberts, Jr., Paducah;
great grandmother, Mrs.
Cecil Roberts, Sr., Paducah.
Graveside rites are being
conducted today at 1 p.m. at
the Murray City .Cemetery
with the Rev. Dr. David C.
Roos of Murray and the Rev.
Paul Belt of Paducah of-
iiciaiing.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home is in •charge of the
arrangements.
Cecil Lochart Dies --
Today; Funeral Is
Planned Thursday
Cecil Lockhart of Mayfield
Route 5, northwest Calloway
County,. died Tuesday at 7:50
a.m. at the Marshall County
Hospital. Benton. He was 73
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Lutheran
Church. Born,May 5, 1906, he
was the gen of the late Lee
Lockhart and Lionie Flanigan
Lockhart.
He is survived by his wife,
_ Mrs__ _Ruby Riley Lockhart-
Mayfield Rozte 5; one
daughter, Mrs. Lillian Keena,
--and-twix-brothers-Lennie-and
Ray Lockhart, all of beiroit.
Mich.; two grandchildren;
'one great grandchild. -
• The funeral- will be field
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel- of the Linn Funeral
Benten, With --the---Rev.
R. B. Cope officiating. Burial
will follow in the New Liberty
Cemetery.
• Friends may call at the
funeral home- after 3 p.m.
Wednesday. --
Mrs. Thomas Dies
At The Age Of 59
Mrs. Garnett i Katherine*
T.Ilonias, sister-in-law of the
Rev. A. M. Thomas of Murray,
died Saturday in Starksville,
Miss. She Was 59 years of-age.
Survivors include her
husband; her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. -. Ernest Gardner.
Jackson; two brothers-in-law,
Cave Thomas, Paducah, and
A. M. ;Thomas, Murray;
sister-in-law, Mrs. Alton
Rogers, Paducah.
Funeral 'services were held
Monday in Starksville, Miss..
uith burial in the Memorial







John Y. Brown, Jr., for
GAernor -headquarters in
Louisville were in Murray on
Monday for a noon luncheon
meeting with city and county





Carroll Lath. Don Utley, and
Winston Church discussed the
direction of the campaign
leading up to-the general
election on Tuesday. Nov. 6.
They also discussed local
organization for the final
vieeks and several community
concerns.
Lich told the local group
that conuil um ty leaders
should determine the top
priority projects for Murray
and .Calloway County and
prepare to offer a presentation
to officials of a Brown ad-
ministration in Frankfort.
He said Brown is avoiding
the old-style political
technique of promising
everything to everybody. By
taking a responsible approach
during- the campaign, Lath
said Brown will be in a
position to be more responsive
to worthwhile projects after
he takes office.
The meeting with the local
grout) bysznembers of the
Brown campaign staff was
part of a swing throqgh
Western :Kentucky by - the
three men. They also made
stops in several other counties
on Monday.
The Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad put out a fire oft
a garage belonging rm./lei-man
Stewart, according to a squad
spokesman.
The spokesman said the fire
started when the wind spread;
flames from burning trash. He
added the structire received
minor damage.
Hog Market
federa1-State..11arket News Service or-
tuber 2, 1126
Kentucky Furth/6e Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 476 Est 750 Barrows &
Gilts mostly .25 higher Sows steady $100
lower
US 1-2300-230 lbs. . .13623-3600 few 36.75
US 2300-240 lbs,.,,..$36.00-36.25
US 2-224(0-234) lbs. .. 135.00-36 00
US 2.4360-360 11s
Sows
US 1-2270-36011w. $29.00-30 00
US 1-3 3C0-150 lbs. $27.00-3100
US 1-3 460,500 lbs. 123.00-3000
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. . $30.00-31.00 few 31.50
US 2.3300-500 lbs. 126 00-27 00





As your local insurance agency, we
can find you the best price/pro-
tection combination for your -
insurance dollars. We carry many
lines of protection, in addition
to special package plans.
FEDERAL KEMPER
• INSURANCE COMPANY
Let us quote your next policy.
Then compare.
Bob Nanney insurance Agency
107 N. 4th — 753-4937
J subsadian, of
ICOMPER cispoitanon
Telma O'Neil Cowan of Oak
Park, Ill., son of Mrs. Alice
Meador Cowan Junell of
Murray. died Sept. 23, at the
Oak Forest Hospital there. He
was 63 years of age. = -
Mr. Cowan was born April
10, 1916, in Henry County.
Tenn., and was the son of Mrs.
Junell of Murray and the late
Lewis Edmond lEdd Cowan
of Buchanan, Tenn. He was a
memSer of the Catholic
Church and a former Yellow
Cab driver in Chicago, Ill.
Survivors include his
mother; one daughter. Mrs.
Fred ( Rosemarie) Polk, Oak
Park, Ill.: two sons, Robert
Cowan, Maywood, lit, and
William Ralma Cowan.
Chicago, Ill.: three sisters.
• Mrs. Augusta Walker-, Paris.
Tenn., Mrs. Anita Perry.
Murray, and Mrs. Almedia
Mercer, Maywood, Ill.: two
brothers, Tillman - Cowan.
--MayWood, III., and Thurman
Cowan, Chicago, Ill.
He preceded in death by
one. brother, -Thomas_ E.
Cowan, in,May 1973.
The funeral mass was at St.
Catherine of Siena Catholic
Church in Oak Park. Ill_ on
.Sept. 26 with burial following
An_....th_Queen---:-of---- Heaven--
Cemetery in Hillside, Ill.
UCM Series
To Start On
MHS Band To Wednesday
Perform At
Invitational
. The Murray High School
Matching Band will perform
at the Kentucky Invitational
Band Contest in Lexington at
950 p.m. (EST) Saturday,
Oct..6.
• The event, which will in-
clude some-of the state's top-
'rated bands, will be held at
Tate Creek Stadium. Those
hands in Murray High's class
are Tate's Creek,, Campbell
ettulity „Lafayette °Laity end
The United Campus
Ministry begins the first of a
series of luncheon programs
honoring International Year
of the Child on Wednesday.
Oct. 3, at 12:30 p.m. Dr.
Marvin Mills. Professor of
Safety and Health at Murray
State University will speak on
the topic, "Consumer Safety
and Products for Children's
Use"
After receiving his B. S. and
Ph.D. from New York
University, Dr. Mills worked









DUNN FURNITURE WAREM. 
BEDDING
Meade County.
The Lafayette Lion's Club,
sponsor of the contest,
challenges each participating
band to bring used hearing'
aids and old glasses lens and
frames.- Donations may be
made at the Peoples Bank
downtown or the northside
branch-Advance tickets may
be purchased at the downtown
bank of by calling 753-1975 or
753-0497. Tickets are $2.50 for
adults and $1.50 for students.
The Murray High band will
also be performing in the
Kentucky Music Educators
Association Band Festival to
be held at 6 p.m. -Thursday,
Oct. 4, in Roy Stewart
- Stadium.
106HA and taught at-Mar-
shall University and Western
Virginia State University. In
addition, he has served as a
consultant on various con-
sumer safety projects with the
Federal Goverument. •
Students, faculty, and other
interested persens are invited
In participate in the informal
UCM luncheon program. The ,
luncheons Costing $1.25 each.
are .held each Wednesday at
12:30 p.m. in the Ordway Hall
Conference Room. For more
information regarding the
luncheon program or ac-
tivities for International Year
•
of the Child, contact 'the
United Campus Ministry
aice at 753-3531.
'41:w 111tEr mem OW NW
1978 Luv
One owner, white, blue interior, 4 speed tran-
smission, sliding back glass, step bumper. ap-




GDMALMOTCOSINUMMIMAPPI VVith Genuine GM Parts
GM Keep That Great GM Feeling
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-261)
HRS. 9-8 WED.-FRI. 9-5 SAT.







Get Matching Box Springs
For Only
50c

















 YOUR CHOICE 






Maple or Walnut -
$198°
Herculon & Nylon
• 4:1:.
10400
1
ies1
111-
